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ABSTRACT

Miscue analysis and eye movement analysis are used to
explore the reading process of first-grade beginning
readers as they use pictures and print in a picture book
designed for instiructional purposes. Eye Movement Miscue
Analysis (EMMA) is also used as a tool to gain insights
into the reading strategies of the beginning readers in
this study.
Miscue analysis provides a psycholinguistic analysis
of unexpected oral responses in the oral text that readers
produce. Eye movement analysis provides an analysis of the
visual fixations of readers in the pictures and the print.
Both forms of analysis are used to examine the relationship
between the oral and visual aspects of the reading process.
This dissertation focuses on first-grade beginning
readers' use of pictures and print as they read. Patterns
of eye movements relative to picture use, print use and the
relationships between the two media are described, analyzed
and compared. Results of the analyses are discussed in
relation to existing literature within the theoretical
framework that informed the study.
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Major findings include that beginning readers are
aware that reading is a complex process of making meaning
from print and pictures; they exhibit many of the same
reading strategies as older more experienced readers; and
they sample pictures in ways that are purposeful and know
where to look for useful information.
Implications for authors, illustrators, piiblishers,
educators and reading theorists are discussed and areas for
further research are delineated.
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CHAPTER 1
BEGINNINGS
A heginning is a very delicate time...
Opening line Co David Lynch's movie "Dune"

It is the first day of the school year and Luke, a
first-grader, is reading a Sunshine Series book pixblished
by the Wright Group entitled, Are You a Ladyhug? Before he
begins to read, he tells me that he really doesn't know how
to read because he doesn't "know all the words." With my
encouragement, he agrees to read. On numerous occasions
throughout his reading, he encounters challenges. He
pauses, looks at the pictures, goes back to the print and
sounds out the first letter of the next word. At times he
goes back to the picture and scans it again. Eventually
Luke says something that fits multiple parameters: the
parameters of the graphophonic infoirmation that he
accessed; those of his current syntactic understandings;
those of his semantic knowledge, those of his
understandings of the picture; and those of his backgroxxnd
knowledge and life experience about story and picture
books. While reading Are you a ladyhug?, he encounters the
words, 'praying mantis.' He sounds out the beginning
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letters of both words, looks at the pictures, and says, "I
know it's the name of that bug, but I don't remember what
it is called. It's kind of like a cricket but I know it
[the word] isn't cricket because the letters don't match. I
just don't remember what it's called right now. Can I just
call it 'cricket' and go on? Maybe I'll remember it later."
After asking him if this is what he wants to do and getting
an affirmative response, he reads on. He never does recall
the name of "that bug" but in the course of reading the
book, Lxike demonstrates numerous effective reading
strategies. He offers me a view through the window onto his
reading process. He also demonstrates "how texts teach what
readers learn (Meek, 1988)."
The Research Question
During my 24 years as an educator, I informally have
obseirved readers demonstrate their use of both pictures and
print. I had even collected data and analyzed it relative
to individual readers. Having completed this study, I now
realize that while many of earlier observations were
adequate to the purposes of the moment, they now appear
somewhat superficial. Because of the fact that I found
myself in a setting that allowed me the opportunity to
explore the question of how first-grade beginning readers
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used pictures and print as they read in greater depth, I
elected to engage in this study.
My observational experience with Liike, in conjunction
with numerous other similar experiences with beginning
readers, sparked a point of personal curiosity that is best
defined by the following research question: How do first grade beginning readers use print and pictures as they
read? The question is the focal point of this study. With
the genesis of this question came numerous related
subquestions concerned with eye movements, linguistics and
the relationship between eye movements and miscue analysis
(EMMA)(Paulson, 2000). The subquestions include the
following:
Eye Movement Questions
1. What is the proportion of total fixation time on pictures
and print respectively for first-grade beginning readers?
2. How do first-grade beginning readers vary in their use of
pictures and print as they read?
Linguistic Questions
3. Do readers fixate content or function words more
frequently?
4. Is there a relationship between picture use and function
versus content words?
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EMMA Questions

5. What is the relation between the pattern of raiscues and
the print and picture sampling?
6 . How do oral repetitions relate to eye movement

regressions and picture sampling?
7. How do oral pauses and extended fixations relate?
Although there have been numerous experimental studies
that seek to determine if pictures play a role in teaching
beginning readers to identify sight words (Samuels, 1967,
1970, 1977; Montare et al, 1977; Singer et al, 1974;
Willows, 1978), there have been no eye movement studies
that examine how beginning readers actually use pictures
and print as they read complete texts. Rather than follow
the lead of the experimentalist research paradigm that
seeks to determine the best way to teach and has been
focused on a definition of reading that is word
identification based, I elected to pursue the answers to my
question through a fiindamentally different research design.
Also, rather than view my informants as objects that are
subjected to various treatments, I elected to collect data
in a setting in which my informants are free to use both
print and pictures in ways that are more natural. Instead
of asking the question; what influence do pictures have on
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children's acquisition of skill in reading (Willows, 1981),
my question involves observing what beginning readers do
with print and pictures while they are reading.
Significance and Limitations
The primary significance of this study is that the
resulting information will provide teachers with more
information about the role of pictures and print in
reading. For first-grade teachers in particular the
information from this study may prove highly infoirmative to
their iinderstanding of how beginning readers in their grade
use pictures and print as they read.
Numerous scholars in the field of literacy who have
conducted research exploring the use of print and pictures
in reading have pointed out the need for research in
realistic settings. As early as 1886, James Cattell pointed
out that..."the conditions of the experiments place the
subject in an abnoarmal condition...(p. 63)".
Almost a century later. Willows (1978) says:
However, before any drastic measures are taken, other
picture research employing reading tasks that more
closely resemble "normal" reading should certainly be
undertaken, (p. 846)
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This study is designed to gather data using beginning
readers who are reading texts in settings that more closely
resemble the "normal reading" that Willows has suggested.
The readers in this study read complete texts much in the
same way that they would read a book if they were at home
or school with an adult listening in. The major difference
being that the text is read from a television monitor
screen instead of from a book printed on paper.
An additional significance is that this study involves
beginning readers who are in first grade engaged in the act
of reading. Most studies related to the influence of
pictures during reading, have involved older readers who
already have competence and performance in their reading or
younger children who have been siibjected to treatments in
order to determine best teaching practices. Willows (1981)
notes:
Although none of the studies have involved firstgraders just beginning to read, the consistency of
results across all of these studies with children
ranging from second grade to high school suggests that
similar effects probably occur among younger children,
as well. But, in view of the prevalence of the
assumption that the presence of illustrations will
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improve children's motivation to read the text and
comprehension of textual information, further research
involving first-grade children should certainly be
undertaken (p.160).
Almost a quarter of a century has passed and this
study is the first to take up Willows' invitation.
In a footnote in her book Beginning to Read, Adams
(1990) remarks that there is virtually no information on
the constructive use of pictures with print by beginning
readers. She writes...
The suggestion is that they (children) do attend to
the pictures when left to their own devices. But do
they do so in a way that is constructive?
Again, the evidence is sparse, (Footnote #92 And there is virtually none on beginning readers.) but
there is none to argue to the contrary (p. 3 67).
The study is limited in terms of the number of
informants involved. It serves as a base line study to
which subsequent reading research may add. I selected six
readers due to the processing time needed to collect,
analyze, and interpret the data collected. Eye Movement
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Miscue Analysis (EMMA) is a time consuming and complex
process.
A limitation of this study is represented in my
knowledge of the readers involved. If I had extensive
knowledge of the informants as readers, I might be able to
ensure the selection of a more relevant text.
There is discussion and supposition in the literature
that the layout, font, point size, paper and color
separation potentially influence reading performance
(Willows, 1981; Huey, 1908; McNamara and Tinker, 1953;
McNinch, 1973 Tinker, 1965; Smith, Lett, and Cronnell,
1969). While the effects of these elements on reading
performance are of interest, this is not the object of this
study and the text utilized in this study was essentially
the original picture book and in no way was it manipulated.
The layout of the pixblished text was consistent on each
page, with the picture placed above the print. As is the
case with most instructional materials for beginning
readers, the print in the text was considerably larger than
that used with non-beginning readers.
The length of the text (55 running words) is an issue
because miscue analysis generally works with texts that are
longer than 250 words in length. Research (Menosky, 1987)
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has shown that the quality of miscues changes substantially
after the first 250 words. However, I have intentionally
chosen the short text used in this study because I wanted
to work with the kind of text commonly used in classrooms
for instructional purposes in first grade. While this text
is generally used for instructional uses it is not a basal
which are still more prevalent than the kind of materials
that I Saw a Dinosaur represents. I will discuss the text
more completely in Chapter 3 under materials.
The study is limited by the small number of miscues
produced by readers in this study. Miscue analysis
researchers generally agree that at least 25 miscues are
needed in order to be able to gain insight into the
reader's miscue patterns and reading strategies.
Across all readers a total of 53 miscues were
analyzed. A total of 2,347 eye fixations were examined and
analyzed. Although there were 55 running words in the text,
not all words were fixated with equal frequency. At times
words were not fixated at all. At other times, words were
multiply fixated resulting in more than one fixation per
word.
I strongly believe in the value of authentic texts'
ability to engage and support readers. I would have
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preferred to use trade books to conduct this study.
However, as I mentioned previously, I intentionally
selected texts that are frequently used in classroom
settings for beginning reading instruction. In doing so, I
hoped to gain an xinderstanding of beginning readers' use of
pictures and print relative to such widely used
Instructional materials. Obviously, a contrastive study
involving trade books and instructional texts might prove
informative and beneficial.

However, this topic is not the

focus of this study.
Definition of Terms
Before a discussion of relevant literature, I offer
the definition of terms that I employ throughout the study.
Research Question Terms
Beginning reader - a reader who is just starting to
develop an awareness and/or control over the
integrated use of the three cueing systems
(graphophonics, syntax, semantics) to construct
meaning when transacting with a published text.
Print - a conventional orthographic display using the
Roman alphabet to represent written English which
included spacing, punctuation, in addition to spelling
patterns.
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Pictures - a graphic design or representation made by
various means such as drawing, painting, or
photography that represents an image. (Note: I have
consciously chosen to use the term pictures and not
illustrations because Vernon (1935, 1938), Kiefer
(1995), and others use this term to refer to images
that are placed within texts at sporadic intervals.)
Eye Movement Terms
Sa.cca.des - jumpy movements of the eye from one
location to another. During such movements, no useful
visual information is transmitted to the brain.
(Javal, in Huey, 1908)
Fixation - the focusing of the eye on a particular
point in the text for a measureable time (Landolt, in
Huey, 1908). Only during such moments of focusing
useful infoirmation is transmitted to the brain (Dodge,
1900).
Regression - in a line of text, a saccadic move
backwards
Fovea - a physiologically determined visual area in
which images can be seen clearly.
Parafovea - a physiologically determined visual area
outside the fovea in which images are seen as shapes
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or tones. Images in the parafovea are not seen with
the same degree of clarity as in the fovea.
Fixation duration - the length of time of a fixation
Miscue Analysis Terms

(Goodman, Watson and Burke, 1987)

Miscue - an oral response to print that differs from
the expected response
Insertion - a linguistic unit added orally in response
to a written text
Omission - the reader's oral deletion of an item from
the written text
Partial - the oral rendering of part of a word
Repetition - the reader's oral repeating of a portion
of a text.
Substitution - a simultaneous omission and insertion
Correction - the reader's correction of an oral miscue
Unsuccessful correction - the reader's attempt to
correct an oral miscue that generates either the same
miscue or a different oral response that is still
different from the expected response
EMMA - Eve Movement / Miscue Analysis
EMMA (Paulson, 2000) is a form of research analysis
initiated by Eric Paulson and further developed in
this and other studies in which eye fixations around
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oral miscues are analyzed for relationships between
the eye movements and miscues.
Organization of the Dissertation
This introductory chapter states the research
question, outlines a rationale for the study, provides an
organizational overview of the dissertation, states the
significance and limitations of the study and provides
definitions of terms used in this study. Chapter 2, Review
of the Literature discusses the historical development of
picture books, research in relation to pictures and print,
relevant eye movement research, miscue analysis and EMMA
(Eye movement/miscue analysis) research in reading. Chapter
3, Design, Methodology and Procedures provides a
description of the data collection instruments, procedures
used, participants involved in the study, the materials
used, an examination of the text used in the study, and the
data analysis procedures. Chapter 4, Answering the Research
Question, returns to the research questions and answers the
first set of sxibquestions related to eye movement by
providing and discussing findings that emerged from the
data analysis. Chapter 5, Linguistic Subquestions, focuses
on analyses that were performed to answer research
subquestions related to linguistic questions that are part
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of the primaiTY research question. Chapter 6, Eye Movement
axid Miscue Analysis Subquestions, focuses on analyses that
were performed to ansv/er research subquestions involving
the relationship between eye movements and miscue analysis
(EMMA). Chapter 7, Summary of Finding's, Implications, and
Recommendations for Further Research, reconnects the
findings to print/picture research, miscue analysis
research and eye movement research by discussing the
findings and the implications relative to these bodies of
work. From these findings recommendations are made for
further research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Nick looks up from his writing and reads out loud
to the other three six-year-old boys who are working
at the table with him: "When I play dinosaucers, the
lowercase m is our enemy." He puts down the paper and
explains, "I learned to make lowercase m. I like to
make it, but it isn't really the dinosaucers' enemy.
The pictures don't usually have letters, iinless you
have word bubbles."
Eugene takes a break in coloring his harvest moon
to comment, "If you do the picture first, then you
have something in your mind that you could write. If
you do the words first, then I don't know what to
draw. But I think words can tell the story better."
"I don't think you can really read pictures, "
Paul comments. "Sometimes pictures can make it move,
though, and the words don't do that."
"Words can tell a stoiry a little better, " is
Ethan's comment. "But they both have their own
uvantages. Pictures are sorta.... They go together."
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Eugene reconsiders. "I guess there's things
pictures can do that.... They really can tell the story,
ya know. Sometime, see, the pictures, like this one,"
he points to his moon, and reads,

The day is over.'

See, it looks like what the words do, but at a
different angle." - Hubbard, 1989
[Note: unconventiona.! spellings representing- the
children's language is in original text hy Hubbard,
1989]
Numerous researchers (Samuels, 1967, 1970, 1977;
Montare et al, 1977; Singer et al, 1974; Willows, 1978),
for some time have conducted research to determine the role
pictures play in reading instruction. While much of this
research involved youjig children, most of it treated the
children involved as objects rather than as informants.
From the conversational excerpt above it is obvious
that children are capable of being informants about
language and literacy because they have their own ideas and
understandings regarding the relationship between pictures
and print (Taylor, 1992) and the role they play in writing
and reading. For, while they are engaged in the generation
of texts that include pictures and print, they are
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expressing their ixnderst-andings of the relationship between
the two sign systems wit.hin the texts they construct, both
as they write and read. As the vignette in Chapter 1
involving Luke demonstra.ted, young children are capable of
sharing their thoughts a_bout the reading process and the
strategies that they emp-Ioy as they read.
In attempting to find an answer to the research
question: 'How do first —grade beginning readers use print
and pictures as they read?' research literature from a
variety of domains is in.formative and simultaneously sets
theoretical parameters f*or this study. The literature falls
into the following categ-ories: the historical development
of illustrated texts; pi-cture/print research studies;
miscue analysis research ; eye movement research; and EMMA
(Eye Movement / Miscue Araalysis) research.

The Historical Development of Books with Pictures
If one considers thsat the earliest interweaving of
image and story are the aancestors of the modern day picture
book, then the conceptualL genesis of the picture book can
be traced to its earliesft forms in the "dreamings" of
Australian aborigines. Itt is estimated that within
Australian aboriginal cuILture, myth and image have been
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woven together for over 40,000 years. The paintings and
sculptures that result from these dreamings are individual
artist's attempts to render the spirit world (Kiefer, 1995,
Chatwin, 1988). Thousands of years later in Egypt, a more
conventional version of the picture book emerged. In this
early descendant, image and print appeared simultaneously
on papyrus in the Book of the Dead, comprising a collection
of spells, incantations and descriptions of rituals
perfo2rmed over the deceased in the interest of speeding the
passage of the soul through the dark v/orld. Around 500 BC
the Greeks and Romans began adapting the Egyptian scroll
format to suit their own puirposes that included more
secular uses. Frequently these documents included numerous
scrolls bound together into a single codex.
Around this same time period, similar developments in
writing and picture making were emerging in other parts of
the globe. In China, the invention of rag paper and
printing developed independently of the Western world. In
the Americas, Mayan culture was also creating codices in
which print and picture were imaginatively woven together
on the same page. In the Islamic world the Quran became of
central religious importance and artists developed
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intricate geometric means of decorating the pages of this
sacred book.
During the Middle Ages, Christian monks and Jewish
scholars in Spain began producing illuminated manuscripts
by borrowing the conceptual design from their Islamic and
Greco-Roman counterparts. They developed a style that came
to be associated with early Christian and Judaic art. This
style is typified by the art forms originating in Byzantium
where Islamic, Eastern European, and Greco-Roman art forins
merged and was characterized by what is most commonly known
as the illuminated manuscript.
Throughout the Middle Ages the augmented demand for
books was precipitated by the emergence of new social
structures involving the advent of a larger middle class
and educational institutions such as the university. With
these social developments in the late Middle Ages, the
picture book saw more secular uses in the form of epic
poems, romances, and tales such as Chaucer's The Canterbury
Tales.
Aroiind the middle of the 1400's Johann Gutenberg
introduced to Europe the printing press. With the advent of
this invention, the range of printed matter expanded
dramatically and with it the reading audience. With the
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appearance of the printed book, the illustrative a.spects of
picture books became less elaborate and focus shi:^ted from
image toward print as the literary aspects of the printed
text were deemed more valuable than the pictorial aspects
(Bland, 1958). Also, the focus of such works shifted from
the religious toward a more secular use.
In 1658, John Amos Comenius published a book entitled
Orbus Sensua.lium Pictus designed with the aim to teach
reading. This book is considered the first picture book for
children and its purpose was educational in nature as
opposed to the picture books produced for the adult
audience that held entertainment as their primary -goal.
Frequently the educational aims of such children's picture
books went beyond mere reading instruction and ventured
into the domain of moral and spiritual education.
Not until the mid-1700's did this religious aim of
children's picture books go unchallenged. In 1744, John
Newbury pxiblished his first children's picture boolk with
the aim of entertaining the child reader. Later in the
1780's Randolph Caldecott brought a renewed interest in the
illustrative qualities such that the unified nature of
picture and text of picture books from centuries earlier
was resumed.

Since that time, the art of the picture book
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has grown increasingly sophisticated and complex in nature.
Technological developments involving printing processes and
expanding audiences have moved children's picture books
toward an ever-expanding audience that includes children
and adults alike. Likewise, the role of pictures in picture
books has moved beyond merely "illustrating" the printed
text. Kiefer (1995) references a well-known Caldecott award
winner:
Illustrator Barbara Cooney (1988) likened the picture
book to a string of pearls. She suggested that the
pearls represent the illustrations, and the string
represents the printed text. The string is not an
object of beauty on its own, but the necklace cannot
exist without the string. Although in picture books a
verbal text should certainly be beautiful and bring
pleasure in and of itself, Cooney's analogy supports
the idea of the interdependence of pictures and text
in the unique art object that is a picture book (p.
6).

Together the siibtle weave of words and pictures allow
both to tell one seamless tale (Scieszka, 1998). As the
opening vignette to this chapter showed, children are aware
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of this weaving of pictures and print into one story and
offer demonstrations of this awareness in their own writing
and conversations about pictures and print (Hiibbard, 1989;
Yaden, Smolkin, and Conlon, 1989).
With the advent of the Information Age, new formats
and art forms are being explored including virtual picture
books that exist in cyberspace alone.
Picture / Print Research Studies
In reviewing research literature regarding print and
pictures in early reading, it rapidly becomes apparent that
the writing falls into two large categories, word
identification /picture studies and comprehension/picture
studies.
The bulk of studies involving word identification and
pictures generally are positivist in nature and focuses on
finding out whether or not pictures are beneficial in the
teaching of sight words (Bergman and Vreeland, 1932;
Kopstein and Roshal, 1954; King and Muehl, 1965; Samuels,
1967; Braun, 1969; Otto, 1969; Hartley, 1970; Samuels,
1970; Ollila and Olson, 1972; Singer, Samuels and Spiroff,
1973-4; Kiraly and Furlong, 1974; Rosinski, Golinkoff and
Kukish, 1975; Harzetn, Lee and Miles, 1976; Montare, Elman
and Cohen, 1977; Samuels, 1977; Willows, 1978a; Willows,
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1978b; Arlin, 1980; Arlin, Scott and Webster, 1978-9;
Singer, 1980). In these studies, most frequently, children
were pretested, taught a set of words under varying
treatments, and then administered a post-test to determine
the effectiveness of each treatment. The focus of these
studies was on determining the impact of pictures on the
development of reading, when reading is operantly defined
as sight word identification. Samuels (1967) study of
kindergartners' learning four words typifies these studies.
Since none of these studies involved beginning readers
reading complete story picture book texts, I find them
infonnative to this study because the research design is
reductionistic regarding the amount of text used in these
studies when compared to the text that I am using in mine.
Also, these studies are informative because they seek to
determine best treatments through an experimental research
design, while this study seeks to determine what readers
actually do as they read. Thus, these studies by contrast
inform me that the focus and design of my study is
fundamentally different.
The second set of studies involves readers (mostly
older proficient readers) engaged in reading complete
illustrated texts to determine the effects of pictures on
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comprehension. However, these texts are what Kiefer (1995)
defines as illustrated texts, characterized by E^rolonged
tracts of text with occasional accompanying photographs or
etchings, rather than the story picture books I intended to
use in my study. Vernon's (1953, 1954) studies typify such
research in that the focus is one of determining the
effects of the treatment of including pictures iln a text on
reading comprehension (Goodykoontz, 1936; Milleir, 1938;
Strang, 1941; Halbert, 1943; Weintraub, 1960, 1966; Koenke,
1968, 1980; Koenke and Otto, 1969; Peeck, 1974; Holmes,
1987; Logan, 1983; Levin, 1981). Rather than focus on the
question of whether or not pictures influence
comprehension, my study seeks to iinderstand the ongoing
transactional use of pictures and print by begimning
readers while engaged in the act of reading. Therefore, I
have find the above-mentioned comprehension /picture
research informative to my study because they help me see
the differences between my research design and theirs.
While the bulk of studies fall into the twcs domains
outlined above, there was one study that exam.ined firstgrade readers' use of pictures in reading compleste text at
the end of the school year. Denburg (1976) used Goodman's
(1970) model of reading that considers three cue^ing systems
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used by readers and theorized that pictures provided an
additional informational contextual resource available to
readers when engaged in the act of reading. In her research
Denburg (1976) found that pictures provide...
...a strong facilitative effect on word identification
and a smaller, though significant facilitative effect
on word learning. Further, there was clear evidence of
an integration of partial information from both text
and context, suggesting that the additional pictorial
information encourages the beginner to use rather than
bypass the incomplete (particularly graphemic)
information that he is able to extract from the
printed page (p. 176).
While these findings suggest that pictures have a
positive influence on reading (when defined as word
identification) and that beginning readers do use pictures
and print together when reading, the study provides no
detailed information regarding the particulars of how
beginning readers use both pictures and print as they read.
Eye Movement Research
During the early 1920' Buswell conducted eye movement
studies involving first-grade beginning readers (Buswell,
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1922). In his studies he examined readers' eye movements as
they read excerpts from texts that were presented as single
paragraphs. His study explored readers' eye movements
relative to these texts, two methods of instruction (word
analysis focused and meaning focused) and differing
pathways toward "a mature reading attitude." He found that
while readers exhibited different eye movements related to
the method of instruction experienced, these eye movements
were not significant (better or worse) if considered in
relation to the ultimate goal of mature reading habits. He
cautioned "...a method cannot be accurately evaluated by a
cross-section view at the level of any particular grade. In
the absence of sufficient data covering the entire interval
from the beginning stage to that of maturity, a final
evaluation is not in order" (p.104). While Buswell's study
does involve first-grade beginning readers, the focus of
the study again is on instructional methods relative to eye
movements "during oral and silent reading. Information
regarding readers specific eye movement behaviors from this
study proved informative such as knowing that readers
fixated between words and had multiple fixations on words.
After extended efforts to find relevant eye movement
research reports related to picture/print and first-grade
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beginning readers, with little success, I wrote directly to
Keith Rayner (2000), a prominent eye movement researcher,
at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. His email
response was as follows:
I think there hasn't been much done on beginning
readers and their looking strategies with respect to
text and illustrations.

It may be that Gray or

Buswell did something in the 1930's.

More generally,

the only things I can think of where the interface
between text and illustrations has been examined (but
in skilled readers) are in papers by Carroll et al.
(1992 in a book I edited) and by Hegarty (also in the
same book, but also original papers in JEP:LMC).
Carroll et al. examined eye movement patterns when
reading cartoons; Hegarty examined eye movement
patterns when looking at mechanical diagrams and text.
I reviewed these two articles suggested by Rayner and
found that Hegarty's (1992) study proved to be the most
relevant to my study because of the following factors:
• The study used a complete text.
• The study used pictures that complemented the
printed text.
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• The study tracked shifts in eye movements between
print and pictures.
• The study analyzed the eye fixations in both print
and pictures and sought general and specific
patterns within these eye fixations with the aim of
understanding the mechanics of the reading process
as readers built an understanding of a text.
• The study in no way controlled the reading event so
that it became unnatural. Readers were free to
access the print or pictures the same way that they
would if reading outside of the research setting.
Hegarty's major conclusions were that readers use of
text and image (in this case a diagram) were "largely
directed by the text, especially for reader with little
background knowledge in the domain" (p.442).
While the text employed in this study is expository
(mine was not) in nature and the informants are competent
older readers (mine are beginning readers in first grade),
this study most closely approximates the design and
research question of my study. However, there is one
additional component of my study that is missing in both
Hegarty's and Denburg's studies.
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That missing component involves considering the data
provided in the oral texts by the participants as they
transact with the print and pictures while reading aloud.
Both Hegarty's and Denburg's participants read the texts
silently. In order to include the data provided by the oral
readings of my participants in my study, I needed another
instrument for collecting and analyzing oral reading data.
Miscue analysis is that instrument.
Miscue Analysis Research
Miscue analysis is a tool that provides an
understanding of the reading process of readers as they
transact with complete authentic texts. The analysis of the
miscues that readers produce when reading provides insight
into a "window on the reading process" and the knowledge
and strategies that readers employ while reading.
In the early 60 's K. Goodman began examining what
readers do while reading. Through his research he came to
realize that all reading is cued by language and real life
experience and that oral readings that differ from the
expected response in the printed text are in fact based on
logical reason. Thus the terms "error" and "mistake" do not
honor the reasoning behind readers' unexpected responses or
the constructive nature of the reading process.
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In 1965 K. Goodman (1965) first used the term "miscue"
and went on to develop a taxonomy of miscues as a result of
conducting a large number of miscue studies that examined
behaviors of readers of a wide range of ages, abilities and
language communities. Miscue analysis research draws on
knowledge and theory in the fields of linguistics,
psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics.
In the early 70's Y.Goodman and C. Burke (1972) began
to look at how miscue studies could be useful and
informative to teachers and researchers. They developed the
Reading Miscue Inventory that allowed teachers and
researchers to analyze the quality and variety of reading
miscues. For researchers this tool provides...
"ways to inquire into specific aspects of the reading
process as well as to explore issues about how reading
works, how readers interpret and respond while
reading, and what readers' transactions with the text
reveal about textual organization (p.8)."
There are miscue studies on beginning readers (Goodman,
1967; Clay, 1967) but they do not involve pictures.
Since I was trying to understand the use of pictures
and print by first-grade beginning readers as they read.
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Miscue Analysis was a tool that was informative to my
study.
EMMA (Eye Movement / Miscue Analysis) Research
As an outgrowth of miscue research, Eric Paulson
(2000) began to use eye movement research in conjunction
with miscue analysis to create a hybrid form of analysis
that he has called EMMA (Eye Movement Miscue Analysis).
This analysis tool uses both miscue analysis and eye
movement to examine the relationship between eye movements
and miscues that readers produce as they read. EMMA was
used in answering my final three questions in Chapter 6.
Paulson found: that readers sample from the text; eye
movements and miscues and the relationship between them is
a function of comprehension; eye movements relative to
different kinds of miscues exhibit different patterns; most
miscued words are examined before a miscue is produced; and
that reading is a transactive process of meaning making
(Paulson, 2000).
As a result of his work with EMMA, Paulson states five
reading myths in synthesis reports of the eye movement
research that his work refutes. They are:
• Readers look at (fixate) every word when they read.
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• Readers' eyes move serially from word to word, left to
right.
• Readers' fixations are all about the same duration.
• Readers' eye fixations are made on the center of the
word, horizontally and vertically.
• Readers' oral reading errors/mistakes/miscues are
caused by faulty eye movements like not fixating the
word or not fixating the word for a long enough period
of time.
Paulson's myths of eye movement research reporting had
possible information for my work. I examined data with his
myths firmly in mind.
Because Paulson's dissertation is the first published
EMMA document, it served as a point of reference in
performing the EMMA data analysis necessary to answer
subquestions 5,6 and 7 in Chapter 6.
Summary
In this chapter the historical roots of picture books
were explored. Print/Picture research, eye movement
research and miscue analysis research studies were reviewed
to create a context for the rationale and value of this
dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN, METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
This chapter reintroduces the research questions and
provides an overview of an explanation of the data
collection, the informants, the materials used, the
procedures and the analyses performed on the data, and ends
with a summary.
The Research Question
This dissertation seeks to answer the following
research question:

How do first-grade beginning readers

use print and pictures as they read?
Siibquestions include the following:
Eye Movement Questions
1. What is the proportion of total fixation time on
pictures and print respectively for beginning readers?
2. How do first-grade beginning readers vary in their use
of pictures and print as they read?
Linguistic Questions
3. Do readers fixate content or function words more
frequently?
4. Is there a relationship between picture use and
function versus content words?
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EMMA Questions
5. What is the relation between the pattern of miscues
and the print and picture sampling?
6. How do oral repetitions relate to eye movement
regressions and picture sampling?
7. How do oral pauses and extended fixations relate?
Data Collection
The data was collected using an ASL model 5000 eye
tracking machine, a computer to record oral data, and an
audiocassette recorder to collect back up and additional
oral data.
Info2rmants
Originally I planned on using as many as 10 firstgrade beginning readers in collecting data for this study.
However, as data collection progressed, getting sxibjects to
the lab seemed to get ever more complicated. In an effort
to reach my goal of having ten readers, I extended the time
period in which I would collect data. I began data
collection in late October/early November and originally
intended to end data collection in mid-December. However,
due to the fact that I had data from only seven sxibjects at
mid-December, I extended the data collection period into
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January and into February. Prior to beginning data
collection, I knew that although I collected data from as
many as 10 readers, I might end up using data from fewer
readers. In the end, this is what occurred. The subjects
from my study are from diverse socioeconomic, ethnocultural and linguistic populations. Included in the
original 10 participants were children who came from
working-class and white-collar commuxLities and represented
Anglo, Hispanic and African American ancestries. The
participants involved in the study attended both public and
private schools.
Ultimately, data from six readers proved usable. They
were Cory, Esmeralda, Javier, Kiraberly, Mac and Rashaun. Of
these readers Esmeralda and Mac were bilingual speakers of
Spanish and English and Cory, Javier, Kimberly and Rashaun
were monolingual speakers of English. The six readers
represented three ethnic ancestries American Hispanic,
African American and Anglo American, as well as the
diversity of socioeconomic groups.
Due to extenuating circumstances the data from the
remaining four readers proved unusable for a variety of
reasons including: recorded voice levels that were too low;
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excessive loss of data due to head movements of the reader;
and errors in formats selected for saving data on computer.
Materials
I made the intentional decision of using texts that
are designed for instructional use with beginning readers
in schools. In selecting texts I used the criteria that I
wanted a text that I thought a first-grade beginning reader
might be able to read without support but that would elicit
some miscues in the reading. After experimenting with
several texts, I finally chose I Can Jump a Sunshine Books
Level 1 Set D book pxiblished by Wright Group/McGraw-Hill
and I Saw a Dinosaur a Literacy 2000 Stage 2 Set D book
piiblished by Rigby. While I collected data using both
books, ultimately I decided to use only the latter for the
purposes of this study.

I did so because the data resulted

in a richer range of responses and because the text proved
readable for more of my readers. (This was a finding in its
own right because based on the leveling system used by
Rigby and Wright Group, I Can Jump by Wright Group being
labeled as an easier book than I Saw a Dinosaur pxiblished
by Rigby.) In the course of collecting data, I collected
data from each participant using an modified Burke Reading
Interview. The Burke Reading Inter-view contains a series of
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questions that seek to uncover the strategies that readers
use when they read as well as their conceptualization of
reading. I had modified this set of c[uestions by adding two
additional questions regarding picture use. (Appendix A).
After interviewing and tape-recording the reader using this
instrument, I asked each reader to read and retell each
text. During the end of the retelling period, I also asked
the readers if there were places where they remembered
using the pictures while reading. The information from this
modified Burke Reading Interview served as secondary data
used to infojrm the miscue analysis.
Text Analysis
The following explanation of the text is informed by
the miscue and eye movement analyses involved in this
study. Thus, this explanation is based on what I learned
about the text in the process of doing this study.
At the beginning of the study I was unaware of many of
the features that are outlined in the following
explanation. I present this explanation of the text now
because it is crucial to the reader's understanding of the
analyses described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
The book I Saw a Dinosaur, a Literacy 2000 book is
used with permission from Rigby (Appendix B). The book is 8
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pages in length and contains a text o± 55 rxinning words, 411 words per page, pages 2-6 have two lines and one
sentence. Page 7 and 8 have one clause each and one line.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the text was chosen because it
was representative of the kind of materials used in
classrooms for instructional purposes ,
Although there were 55 running words in the text, not
all words were fixated with equal frecguency. A total of
1,308 eye fixations on print were anaHyzed. At times words
were not fixated at all. At other times, words were
multiply-fixated resulting in more than one fixation per
word.
My readers helped me make numerous discoveries about
the text. Their readings of the text and the eye movement
and miscue analyses helped me to better understand the
text's organization and construction. On initial review, I
Saw a Dinosaur appeared to be an easy predictable text that
I thought readers would navigate independently. I now
examine the text for aspects that challenged readers.
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ISAWA

DINOSAUR

VVVftten by Joy Cowley ffiustrated by Phil^ Webb

Ficpire 3.1.

I Saw a Dinosaur - Cover.

In introducing the book to the readers in this study,
I said, "This book is called, I Saw a Dinosaur, and I'm
going to ask you to read it without my help and at the end
you're going to tell me what it was about." Figure 3.1
shows the cover of the book. While I did tell the readers
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I Saw
a Dinosaur

Figure 3.2. I Saw a Dinosaur - Title Page.

the title of the book, I did not read it for them or point
to the title in print. All readers read the title from the
cover easily which shows that they know the relationship
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between what I said the book is called and the printed
title on the cover page.
The title page is represented in Figure 3.2. This page
also presented the title again, repeating the clause I saw
a d±nosa.ur. All readers read this page.

I saw a dinosaur
looking in my bedroom door.
2
Figure 3.3. I Saw a Dinosaur - Page 2.
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Figure 3.3. shows page 2 of the text. By the time that
readers came to this page, the repeated clause, JE saw a
dinosaur was well established. However, the suborrdinate
clause that was added to this independent clause on page 2
was a extension beyond the established

I saw an alligator
counting on a calculator.

Figure 3.4. I Saw a Dinosaur - Page 3.
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pattern and readers had to accornmodate this difference from
the cover and the title pages in this story. As an added
complexity the author expected readers to make the shift of
using bedroom as an adjective rather than a noiin in the
phrase, my bedroom door. For Mac and Javier, this shift of
using a noun as an adjective proved to be influential in
the miscues that they produced.
Page three, represented in Figure 3.4, proved to be a
veritable tangle of knots for almost every reader. In my
initial review of the text, I did not anticipate this.
There were many places where readers encountered aspects in
the text that demanded flexibility in their thinking. For
some readers discovering the word an prior to the word
alligator proved a hurdle. Ultimately all of the readers
made sense of it, but since the previously established
pattern of I saw a dinosaur had already been experienced
three times, the shift to an + animal noun other than a
dinosaur demanded flexibility again on their part. The fact
that two readers miscued on the word alligator may be
explained by the fact that the picture could also be
representative of a crocodile or another kind of dinosaur.
In his retelling, initially Rashaun referred to this
alligator as a dinosaur but later changed it to an
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alligator. Interestingly, he never said alligator during
his reading of the text. On the same page, the subordinate
clause, counting on a calculator proved extremely difficult
for almost every reader. At first I couldn't tinderstand
why, until my readers' retelling indicated that they
thought that the instrument in the alligator's hand was a
remote control for a television. This helped explain
Rashaun's miscues turning/changing on a channels.
Additionally, I had the good fortune of spending time
with linguist, Peter Fries, who introduced me to corpora
linguistics and lexis databases in English (Sinclair,
MICASE, and Athelstan). When we searched the corpora
linguistics and lexis databases for common uses of counting
on the idea of counting on an instirument was not in
evidence at all. The most common use of counting on was in
reference to relying on someone or something such as
counting on a friend to help or counting on a bus for
transportation.
Furthermore, in American English one never counts on a
calculator. One can count on toes or fingers but never on a
calculator. When I told Esmeralda during her retelling that
the instrument in the alligator's hand was a calculator, I
asked her what one could do on a calculator and she said.
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"Make pluses." Her response is much closer to the
conventions of American English regarding what one does
v/ith a calculator than the counting- on a calculator that
the text offers. I would suggest that by changing the text
to adding- on a calculator readers might encounter a text
that makes better sense to them and more closely confoinns
to the linguistic patterns of their own speech. Perhaps the
artist could also add some mathematical equations floating
in thought bubbles above the alligator's
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I saw two elephants
wearing red and yellow pants.
4

Ficrure 3.5. J Saw a Dinosaur - Page 4.

head. Additionally, I wonder how many first-graders have
extensive personal experience with using calculators to
perform mathematical computations.
On page four (represented in Figure 3.5) readers
encountered other inharmonious features in pictures and
print. The artist overlapped the elephants' bodies so that
their limbs and trunks become sufficiently confusing for
readers to think that there are more than two elephants.
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Additionally the word two breaks the mle of having an
indefinite article after the word saw that already has been
well established by the four previous pages.
Because wearing- is less graphic as a verb than,
looking and counting, the artist's rendering of the
connection between picture and print for the word wearing
and the author's choice of the word wearing as verb in this
clause proved initially implausible for some readers. The
artist's rendering of pants on the elephants proved
disharmonious for many readers as well. For Javier, these
pants looked more like pajamas. For Rashaun, they became
boxers in his retelling in spite of the fact that he read
the word as pants. Because pajamas and boxers are
frequently characterized by short legs, wild colors like
red and yellow and equally wild designs like polka dots, it
is not surprising that the picture proved dissonant to v/hat
the print offered.
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I saw a kangaroo
feeding people in the zoo.
5

Ficrure 3.6. I Saw a Dinosaur - Page 5.

On page five, (represented in Figure 3.6) the text
returned to the repeated clause I saw a. + animal. The
greatest point of dissonance in the text on this page came
from the fact that the people were inside the cage and the
kangaroo was outside feeding them. Since this does not fit
with what the readers know about zoos, readers were left
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unsure of their assessment of the situation and their
pragmatic and linguistic knowledge relative to the text.

I saw a big brown bear
sitting in a rocking chair.
6
Figure 3.7. I Saw a Dinosaur - Page 6.

On page six, (represented in Figure 3.7) while readers
could follow the re-established repeated phrase of I saw a...
the word that followed this phrase once again was not an
animal related nouji. In fact the next two words were not
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the animal related noun. They were adjectives.
Interestingly some readers, like Cory, Javier and Kimberly
anticipated one adjective but not the second, resulting in
omissions. Esmeralda went right to the noun, omitting both
adjectives but eventually self-corrected and included both.
As readers arrived at the siibordinate clause, they all
oread sitting- in a rocking chair. I anticipated that some
readers might say smoking in a rocking chair, since both
sitting and smoking are words that start with the letter s
and the picture depicts both actions. Perhaps they
instinctively know that smoking is a taboo and therefore,
anticipated that it would not be featured in the print. I'm
left wondering why it was ever in the picture. Was it being
offered as another intentional tricky point for readers to
navigate? In any case, how responsible is it for an artist
to include smoking in any light in a book for six-yearolds?
Page seven, represented in Figure 3.8, followed the
repeated clause, I saw a + animal noun and all of the
readers managed to recognize the porcupine in picture and
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I saw a porcupine...

7

Figure 3.8. T Saw a Dinosaur - Page 7.

print. However on the following page interesting things
happened.
Page eight, represented in Figure 3.9, offers the
remaining siibordinate clause that links to the independent
clause involving the porcupine on the previous page.

It
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hanging laundry on a line.
8

Ficrure 3.9. I Sslw a Dinosaur - Page 8.

rapidly became obvious that the whole idea of hanging
la-undiry on a line was an activity with which these readers
were unfamiliar.

Most people in Tucson do not diry clothes

on lines outside, most probably because they use driers.
Perhaps this accounts for some of the miscues involved.

In

his retelling Javier insisted that the porcupine was
hanging his liT-Tle clothes on the line. Although half of
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these readers eventually did read laundry, I wonder if the
word laxxadjcy may not be a word in the working vocabulary of
most first-grade readers.
The author constructed a text in which rhyme
is featured. In each sentence, the animal's name at the end
of the first clause rhymes (not always well) with the last
word of the s\ibordinate clause that comes afteirwards.
Numerous miscues that readers produced on the last word in
the subordinate clauses indicated that they were more
focused on meaning and probably not aware of rhyme as a
literary element or support available within the text. None
of them mentioned rhyming in their retellings.
In the course of analyzing this text, I learned
that both artists and authors of books for young beginning
readers must be responsible in their constructions of the
text and pictures. Authors must think carefully about and
create texts that are respectful of the pragmatic and
linguistic knowledge of their readers. Artists have the job
of making visual images that will be recognizable and
engaging for the reader. While artists may create images
that extend well beyond the text offered by the author,
they must do so in ways that are at all times harmonious to
the text. If they create images that are disharmonious to
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the author's text, the reader will be forced to make a
compromises.

In the process, readers must create a text

that makes best sense by ignoring aspects of the picture or
the print that seem less valuable. Ultimately their task is
to create the single seamless tale that they know picture
books are designed to offer. Eye movement and miscue
analysis revealed in numerous places that both the author
and the artist provided readers with support in the form of
written language and pictures that worked in harmony with
each other. However, there were places where they created
disharmonies for the readers involved in this study. When
these points of dissonance occurred, the readers knew
enough to make sensible decisions that were hainnonious to
the single seamless tale they were creating and move on.
Another aspect of the text that may or may not have
supported readers was text font and size. While materials
for young beginning readers generally feature print that is
larger than that used in materials for older readers, it is
unknown if the enlargement of print supports or undermines
young beginning readers as they read.
When readers fixate a text only a portion of the print
is seen with clarity. This area of optical clarity is known
as the fovea. The fovea is physiologically determined by an
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optical angle of one degree that is constant for all
readers. In many studies, the fovea is reported in terms of
the number of letters that fall within this field of
clarity. Generally the number of letters reported is
anywhere from 5 to 7 letters. Since point size in print is
variable, this partially accounts for the differences in
the number of letters reported. Since different fonts
occupy varying amounts of space on a page, font may also
accoiint for the difference in number of letters reported.
The size of print used in this study is large. As a
result, the size of readers' foveal field comprised the
equivalent of the space of two letters as is shown in
Figure 3.10.
Since readers were able to only sample the equivalent
of the area occupied by two letters, this represents a
major difference from studies involving older readers where
5-7 letters was the norm. The use of larger print means
that beginning readers sample less graphic information than
if smaller print were used. If enlarging the print for
young beginning readers reduces the graphic information
available to them within each fixation, it definitely makes
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the conditions xmder which beginning readers perfoirm
different from the conditions of older more proficient
readers. Does reducing the amount of graphic information

I

saw a Olosaur

looking in my bedroom door.

Ficnire 3.10. Fovea - represented by oval over the word
dinosaur.

available to beginning readers in each fixation support
them, as readers or does it make the dynamic act of reading
more difficult because they have less information with
which to work? Further research is needed related to this
issue.
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Procedures During Data Collection
Prior to the data collection session, I contacted
parents to discuss questions, concerns and to offer them
directions to the lab. Generally speaking the initial
contact with parents was done via classroom teachers who
sent home an information sheet regarding my study. Parents
then filled out contact information that I used to call
them and make arrangements to meet at the eye-movement lab
at the university. At times, I needed to provide
transportation for the participants and their parents.
Prior to the arrival of the participants, the necessairy
machinery was activated and the necessary computer files
were opened and ready to go. Upon arrival in the eye
movement lab, we discussed the purpose of the study and the
procedures that would be used so that the parents and the
child involved understood what would be happening during
the data collection session. The parents remained in the
room throughout the entire procedure and were encouraged to
watch the child's eye movements on a black and white side
monitor.
After the child and the parents were comfortably
settled in the room, I conducted the modified Burke Reading
Interview that was recorded on the audiotape recorder.
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Mext, the child was asked to tuim to face the computer
screen in order to complete the eye calibration by fixating
on a series of dots on the computer screen. After the
calibration process was completed, I activated the video
recorder and pulled up the first text on the screen. The
audiotape recorder was turned on to capture the oral
reading and the subsequent retelling. Figure 3.11 shows a
photograph in which one of my readers is seated in front of
the computer screen. There are microphones to collect the
readers speech, a computer screen from which the reader
read the story, and two smaller monitor to the left on
which the reader's eye movements is monitors during the
data collection session.
There were always two individuals involved in
operating the data collection machinery. Due to the
complexity of all the systems, files, and machines to be
activated or turned off at crucial moments, it was
extremely helpful to have someone operating the audiotape
recorder and the computer mouse that turned the pages.
Early on, we learned that if we gave the mouse to the child
to click, s/he would look down at the mouse and we would
loose data in the process. So, an adult became responsible
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Photograph ® Joel Brown - Used with permission

Ficrure 3.11. Set up of eye movement: lab with reader seated
in front of screen.

for turning pages. In an effort to allow for post-reading
page scanning, we did not turn the pages immediately upon
completion of oral readings of the page. Instead, we
allowed the reader several seconds to browse that page
before we moved to the next page. The second individual was
responsible for running the eye tracker, the video recorder
and pulling up onto the screen the stories to be read.
During all data collection sessions, I was the person
who conducted the interview, interacted with the child
during the reading event and conducted the retelling.
After annoimcing the title of the story and reminding
the reader that s/he would be reading without our help, I
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asked the reader to read the story in a "nice loud voice."
The reader began reading the text. Most readers eventually
came to something that ttiey didn't know and had to work to
figure it out. Because I was able to see their eye
fixations on a side monitor, I left them to continue to
work until such time as H saw that their attention had
shifted to some point othier than the text (For example:
they were playing with ttie label on the stuffed toy they
were given to hold.) for an extended period of time. At
this point I would ask thnem, "So, what do you want to do?
Do you want to say sometfcaing? Do you want to keep working?
Do you want to skip that word and go on? What do you want
to do?"
Generally, this serd_es of questions was sufficient to
offer the readers an avemue of choices regarding how to
proceed. After making thesir choice, they generally moved on
in the reading of the texxt.
During the first data collection session, I learned
the value of having all mnembers of the data collection team
and parents sit well behi_nd the readers and out of their
line of vision. My first reader twice turned to look at me
in an attempt to gain apporoval for his reading. In the
process the eye tracker l.ost his eye and data was lost.
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From that point onward we operated on the rule that anybody
in the room had to sit behind the reader and well out of
peripheral vision. Later I learned the value of having the
parents help reduce head movement by placing their hands
gently on the sides of the reader's head. This simple
touching by the parent considerably reduced head movement
that would have resulted in loss of data while
simultaneously providing a sense of security for the
reader.
As soon as the readers finished reading the entire
text, the screen with the story was closed and the video
recorder was turned off. The children were then asked to do
a retelling of the story that was recorded onto audiotape.
Initially the retelling was done unaided from the
children's memory. After that was finished, I used the
information provided by the children to create subsequent
questions that would probe deeper into their understanding.
Next, I would ask them specific question regarding
characters/actions/events that they had not mentioned in
the retelling. After story related questions were asked, I
shifted their attention toward their reading process. I
asked, "Do you remember any places where you used the
pictures to help?" As I worked with more readers, I began
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to ask questions such as, "Do you remember anything more
about the pictures?" With several readers I even began to
ask them about placement of characters on the page in the
composition of the picture. For example I asked the reader:
Where was the spider? Was he high up on the page, in the
middle of the page, or at the bottom of the page? Was he
over here (on the left) , in the middle, or over here (on
the right) of the page? These series of questions were
fueled by my personal curiosity regarding readers'
abilities to recall details of the pictures that
accompanied the print. I don't report data analysis on this
at this time.
Having completed the reading and retelling of the
first story, the reader went through the calibration
process again and repeated the read/retell process with the
second text.
The two texts were always read in the same sequence. I
Can. Jump was read and retold first and I Saw a Dinosaur was
read and retold second.
After reading and retelling the second text, I asked
the readers if they had questions that they wanted to ask
me about the story and these would be discussed. Usually we
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brought the stories back up onto the screen and discussed
them as we read through them again.
After completing the interview, the readings and the
retelling sessions, the parents and the child were asked to
read and then sign the necessary parental consent forms
(Appendix C). As a way of offering my thanks to the
readers, they were asked to select a Guatemalan friendship
bracelet of their liking as well as two books from a
selection of four titles by Tomie de Paola.
The data collection sessions lasted about an hour.
Since I realized that I needed to be sensitive to the
physical and psychological state of my participants, I was
constantly on the look out for signs of fatigue. When one
siibject complained that he couldn't "do this anymore." We
took a break and walked around the 5'^'^ floor of the
Education building, visiting the nearby Literacy Library
where I read him a book. Later, we returned to the eye
movement lab where he announced that he was sufficiently
refreshed that he could read the second story.
Getting Data Ready for Analysis
As soon as the readers and their parents left the eye
movement lab, the eyd file that had been collected by the
eye-tracking machine was copied to floppy disk and
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transferred to the main computer where it was placed in a
eyd file folder and converted to a fixation file using an
MS-Dos program. This fixation file was later used with the
Fixplot® software to create the appended fixation overlays
for each page of the texts read by the readers. At this
same time, the video of the child's reading was burned to a
CD so that it would be accessible at a later date and so
that the computer's memory would not be used up by video
storage. Several initial videos were recorded as iyiP2 files
and became exceedingly large, so large in fact that they
were not able to be burned onto a 650 Mgb CD. I made
numerous attempts to edit these files and went in search of
information regarding how to make the editing possible.
Ultimately, this proved impossible and I left them as
unusable data. From that point forward I made sure that all
videos were saved as MPG files or AVI files so that I would
be able to access them. I also made sure that I recorded
the reading of each text as a separate video so that they
would not exceed the 650mgb limitation of the CDs onto
which they would be burned.
In order to figure out the fixation plot points of the
appended fixation overlays to each page for each reader, I
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used the video and the fixation files to compare fixation
locations.
First, the video of the child's reading v/as played
back on the computer and the moving sequence of saccades
and fixations was observed by following the cursor as it
moved about the video screen.
Then I accessed the fixation files where the data
regarding fixations was stored. These files contained data
for all fixations for each story. For example, the fixation
file for a single reader who read I Can Jump, might contain
as many as 350 fixations. Since not all 350 fixations
pertained to pages 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. I needed to figure
out how many and exactly which fixations pertained to each
page. In order to do this I needed to go back to the video
of the child reading the story and follow the moving cursor
in order to get clues regarding where the reader entered
each page, where s/he went on the page, and where s/he
exited each page.
For example, if the video's cursor showed the reader
entering the page at the middle of the picture and then
following the arc of the top half of an S shape down into
the print, I would need to find a similar fixation pattern
in the plot points of the fixation files.
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After having observed this pattern in the video, I
would go to the fixation files, pull up all of the
fixations for the entire reading and begin having the
software lay down sets of 10 fixations over an image for
that page. If the pattern was not evident in plot points 110, I moved on to plot points 10-20 and so on, xintil I
arrived at the fixation pattern observed in the video.
After I figured out all of the plot points particular to
that page (say 27-95) I would create an overlay for that
page of only those points and save it as an appended
fixation overlay in bitmap format.
In -unraveling the knot of fixations, I started with
fixation sequences that were highly distinctive and
particular to a single page.
For example, I would look at the video until I found a
page on which the moving cursor moved in a pattern that did
not appear on any other page of the reading of that story.
This told me that if I found this pattern in the fixation
plot points of the fixation files, I would know that it was
particular to this single page and no other.
This process of creating appended fixation overlays
for each page involved moving back and forth between the
video's moving cursor and the fixation files' plot points.
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seeking to verify that they were following the exact same
patterns on the page in the exact same sequence.
In order to verify that I had actually found the entry
and exit points particular to each page, I also included
these plot points in appended fixation overlays plotted on
the previous and sxibsequent pages respectively. I then
checked the video to see if these points appeared in the
video at the same place that they appeared in the appended
fixation overlays particular to those pages. After I had
confiirmed congmence of these two points I went back and
followed the video's cursor and checked the fixations in
sets of 5-10 fixations at a time to confirm yet again that
I had the correct fixations plotted over each page.
Data Analysis
In order to find answers to my primary research
question, I collected eye movement and miscue analysis data
and then analyzed the data for patterns that would help me
answer the subquestions.
I collected three sets of data for each reader: One
primary data set in the form of the oral reading with the
eye movement data and two secondary sets of data,- the
modified Burke Reading Interview and the retellings which
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were used to uncover readers' conceptualizations of reading
and their comprehension of the stories that they read.
I performed three levels of analysis; miscue analysis
of the reading, eye movement analysis of the reading, and
eye movement/miscue analysis (EMMA) of the reading. Below I
list the types of analysis that were performed relative to
each subquestion. In Chapters 4-6 these analyses are
explained in greater detail.
For the subquestions, I did the following:
Siobquestion 1: What is the proportion of total
fixation time on pictures and print respectively for firstgrade beginning readers?
I collected eye movement data and performed the
following analyses:
• Total number of fixations on pictures and print
respectively
• Total fixation durations (time) on the pictures and
print respectively
Siibquestion 2: How do first-grade beginning readers
vary in their use of pictures and print as they read?
I collected eye movement data and performed the
following analyses:
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• An analysis of whicli words were and were not fixated
• An analysis of the ordinal sequence of eye fixations
• An analysis of location of eye fixations relative to
center, horizontality and verticality
• An analysis of the sequential shifts from print to
picture and then back to print to determine exit and
re-entry points in the print
• An analysis of total fixation duration prior to
entering print on each page for each reader
• An analysis of fixations in terms of numbers and
durations
• An analysis of where beginning readers looked in the
pictures to determine if there were patterns of
picture viewing
• An analysis of regressions in print
• An analysis of fixations on words with multiple
occurrences in the text
Since Rayner (personal communication via email) had
told me that he was currently engaged in a study in which
readers are exposed to magazine advertisements in which he
was finding that readers spent much more time looking at
print than he had anticipated, I was curious about whether
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or not I would find a reader that really only fixated on
one media, print or picture, when reading the entire text.
Subquestion 3: Do readers fixate content or function
words more frequently?
I collected eye movement data and performed the
following analyses:
• An analysis of words fixated, differentiating between
content versus f\inction words
Subquestion 4: Is there a relationship between picture
use and function versus content words?
I collected eye movement data and performed the
following analysis:
• An analysis of picture sampling from content versus
function words.
• An in-depth analysis of picture sampling from content
words on pages that were difficult for readers.
Subquestion 5: What is the relation between the
pattern of miscues and the print and picture sampling?
I collected miscue data and eye movement data and
performed the following analyses:
• An analysis of total fixation durations before and
after miscues
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• An analysis of print sampling before and after miscues
• An analysis of picture sampling before and after
miscues
S\±)question 6: How do oral repetitions relate to eye
movement regressions and picture sampling?
I collected miscue and eye movement data and performed
the following analyses:
• An analysis of oral repetitions
• An analysis of regressive eye movements prior to oral
repetitions
• An analysis of picture sampling prior to oral
repetitions
Siibquestion 7: How do oral pauses and extended fixations
relate?
I collected miscue and eye movement data and performed
the following analyses:
• An analysis of extended oral pauses
• An analysis of extended eye fixations
• An analysis of eye fixations by type (picture or
print)
• An analysis of numbers of fixations during pauses
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Summary
Within this chapter, the design, methodology and
procedures of the study were outlined. First the data sets
and collection procedures were discussed followed by an
explanation of the participants and materials used in the
study. Finally the data analyses were explained relative to
each set of research siobquestions.

The analyses are

presented in greater depth in Chapters 4-6.
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CHAPTER 4
EYE MOVEMENT QUESTIONS
This study focuses on the reading of first-grade
beginning readers' use of pictures and print as they read a
text commonly used for instructional purposes. Primary data
data was collected in the form of an audiotaped recording
of the oral reading with the eye movement data. Three
levels of analysis were performed on the oral reading with
the eye movement data: miscue analysis of the reading
(which includes the retelling as part of the analysis); eye
movement analysis of the reading; and eye movement/miscue
analysis (EMMA) of the reading.
In Chapters 4-6, I discuss the analyses and findings
of this study relative to the major research question: How
do first-grade beginning readers use pictures and print as
they read? All of the subquestions and the analyses
performed are listed at the end of Chapter 3 . This chapter
focuses on analyses and findings related to the eye
movement subquestions. Chapter 5 focuses on the linguistic
subquestions and Chapter 6 focuses on EMMA subqpj.estions.
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Subquestion 1:
Wh.at is the proportion of total fixation time on pictures
and print respectively for first-grade beginning readers?
In order to answer the question, I used the software
program Fixplot® to create fixation overlays for each
reader on each page of I Saw a Dinosaur. These fixation
overlays allowed me to determine the location of each
fixation relative to pictures and print. If the fixation
fell anywhere within the boundaries of the picture's
border, I labeled it a picture fixation (PIC) and labeled
it with a description of where that fixation lay in
relation to the picture. For example, dinosaur's eyes would
be used to describe the location of a fixation that lay
over the dinosaur's eyes. I made the decision early on to
begin with gross descriptors for characters or objects in
the picture and then add more specific telescoping (zoom
in) descriptors immediately afterwards. For example if a
fixation lay on the index finger of the alligator's left
hand on page 3 of the story (See Chapter 3), I would
describe the fixation alligator's left hand - index finger.
Since the word alligator was the most encompassing term, I
used that word first in describing the fixation location.
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Since index fingers can potentially exist on either the
right or left hand, I used left hand as my next descriptor.
Finally I named index finger as the most exacting
description of the fixation location on the left hand. In
maintaining this procedure of moving from whole to part
detail descriptors I was able to engage in subsequent
database sorting related to picture (PIC) fixations.
Simultaneous to this process of describing picture
(PIC) fixations, I performed a similar analysis for print.
I labeled all fixations that fell on print as print (PRI)
fixations. In the course of doing the print analysis it
became rapidly apparent that not all fixations were located
directly on print. Frequently there were fixations between
words or between lines. At times there were fixations in
white areas of the page located to the right or left of the
lines of print or underneath them. Buswell (1922) makes
passing reference to between word fixations but does not
make reference to between line fixations. He mentions that
the vertical location of fixations was impossible to
determine.

He offers no explanation of why not. As I

proceeded in the analysis process, I grouped the fixations
between words or between lines in the larger category of
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print (PRI) and labeled them print-between words (PRI-bw)
or print-between lines (PRI-bl).
The remaining fixations that lay in wider areas well
outside the print were labeled other-wider area (OTH)
fixations.
Picture (PIC), Print (PRI) and Other (OTH) Fixations
I sorted readers' fixations into picture (PIC)
fixations, print (PRI) fixations and other (OTH) fixations
by page and by reader. I examined the number of picture
(PIC), print (PRI) and other (OTH) fixations for individual
readers and calculated an average number of fixations per
page. I also totaled the number of fixations for all pages
and then calculated a percentage of fixations in picture
(PIC), print (PRI) and other (OTH) areas. (Keep in mind
this is referring to the number of fixations, not the
amount of time involved in viewing.)
The tabulated results shown in Table 4.1 revealed that
all readers fixated pictures, print and other areas that
fell outside the picture and the print. None of the readers
fixated exclusively pictures. None of the readers fixated
exclusively print. By viewing the numbers and related
percentages in the picture (PIC) fixation, print (PRI)
fixation and other (OTH) fixation columns, the pattern that
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emerged was that all readers more frequently fixated print
than pictures and more frequently fixated pictures than
other areas outside print and pictures.

TcQsle 4.1

Fixations in Pictures, Print, cmd Other

Reader

Picture
(PIQ
Fixations
74/29%

Print (PRI)
Fixations

Total# of
Fixations

157/62%

Other
(OTH)
Fixations
21/9%

215/46%

220/47%

35/7%

470

81/30%

154/57%

35/13%

270

122/34%

2QAI51%

29/13%

355

283/34%

480/58%

66/8%

829

51133%

93/54%

21/13%

171

140/36%

218/55%

34/9%

392

252

Cory
Esmeralda •bilingual
reader

Javier
BCimberly
Mac
• bilingual reader

Rashaun
Mean for All
Readers

(Nuinher/psrcen Cage)

As I added numbers of fixations in each category, two
of the readers appeared to have a noticeably larger number
of fixations in all three areas, and a noticeably higher
total number of fixations (Esmeralda with 470 fixations and
Mac with 829 fixations). These two readers were the only
bilingual readers in the study and as early as 1886 Cattell
pointed out that second language readers take more time to
read texts. Oiler & Tullius (1973) almost a century later
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further siibstantiated this finding.After I calculated
percentages of fixations in the three categories, in terms
of percentages these two readers still fixated print more
frequently than pictures, (although Esmeralda's numbers and
percentages for picture and print fixations are close) as
did their monolingual counterparts. This patteim reveals
that while readers may vary in terms of the actual number
of fixations devoted to pictures and print, proportionally
their number of fixations is similar.
Fixation Durations
To determine the time (duration) readers devoted to
each of the three areas of fixation: picture (PIC), print
(PRI), other (OTH), I totaled the fixation durations (time
in seconds) for all picture (PIC), print (PRI) and other
(OTH) fixations.
The analysis of durations showed a strong pattern that
readers spent more time in print than in pictures and more
time in pictures than in other areas outside the pictures
and print. Once again, Esmeralda and Mac, the two bilingual
readers, devoted significantly more time than their
monolingual counterparts in reading the complete story
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Table 4.2

Total Fixation Durations in Pictures, Pr-int and
Other

Reader

Total Fixation
Duration on
Pictures (PIC)

Total Fixation
Duration on
Print (PRI)

Total Fixation
Duration on
Other (OTH)

Total
Fixation
Duration on
Complete
Story

20.20 / 22%

67.30/71%

6.32 / 7%

93.82

109.40 / 24%

341.40/73%

11.85/3%

462.65

36.40 / 19%

141.00 / 74%

14.50 / 7%

191.90

43.90 / 32%

87.00/62%

8.82/6%

139.72

61.63/19%

239.43 / 73%

27.43 / 8%

328.49

1.20/16%

83.40 / 78%

6.52 / 6%

91.12

45.45 /21%

159.92/73%

12.57/6%

217.94

Cory
Esmeralda
'bilingual reader

Javier
Kimberly
Mac
•bilingual reader

Elashaun
Average Total
Fixation Duration
for All Readers
(Time in seconds/percent.a.ge)

(Esmeralda with 462.65 seconds fixation time and Mac with
328.49 seconds total fixation time for the entire stoiry).
When compared with their monolingual counterparts they
spent almost double the amount of time viewing the pictures
and print in the story. Yet the percentage of total time
was in the same range as the others.
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The percentages of total fixation duration in pictures
and print were remarkably similar across readers, with most
readers hovering around 20% of the time in pictures and in
the low 70%'s in the print. One reader, Kimberly, broke the
pattern with about one third of her time spent on pictures.
After converting total fixation time to percentages the
consistency of these percentages held true for both
bilingual readers who had longer viewing times; Esmeralda
with 24% in pictures, 73% in print and Mac with 19% in
pictures and 73% in print. While both bilingual readers
total fixation duration in all categories exceeded that of
their monolingual counterparts in the study, when compared
in terms of percentage of time devoted to each category,
there was little difference.
Because I had recently been in communication with Dr.
Keith Rayner at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
who was engaged in a similar study v/ith adult readers
viewing of ads, I wrote to ask if he had made similar
discoveries with his readers. His response was...
Yes, actually, in the four conditions of our
experiment, subjects spent 67%, 73%, 72% and 77% of
their time reading the text.
Commxxnication-March 2001)

Rayner (Personal
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Rayner had similar findings regarding the percentage
of time that his adult readers devoted to viewing pictures
and print. He made no reference to fixations outside of
pictxires and print. I have been xinable to find reference to
this phenomenon anywhere in eye movement research
liteirature. Perhaps this is because other researchers have
categorized fixations of this nature in a way that is
different than how I elected to do. Hov/ever, all of my
readers engaged in fixations outside of pictures and print,
devoting an average of 6% of their viewing time to this
category of fixation. This phenomenon merits
acknowledgement and further examination. Although it
represents less than 10% of total fixation time for all
readers, its presence suggests that the brain is directing
the eye to these other areas for purposes such as gaining
thought time.
Figure 4.1 shows the percentages of readers' time
fixating picture, print and other as a graph. This graph
shows that readers spent a higher percentage of time in
print than in pictures. Even Kimberly who spent the highest
percentage of time in pictures, still spent close to doiible
the smount of time in print.
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Figure 4.1. Percentage of Picture, Print and Other fixation
time (in seconds).

After finding that readers made more fixations on
print than pictures and that readers spent more time in
print than in pictures, I assumed that the average fixation
time in print or pictures
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TcQjle 4.3

Average Fixation Durations for Individual
Readers (in Seconds)

Reader

Average Fixation
Duration for All
Categories (PIC,
PRI and OTH
combined)

Average PIC
Fixation Duration

Average PRI
Fixation Duration

Cory

.37

.27

.42

Esmeralda

.98

.51

1.55

Javier

.71

.45

.91

Kimberly

.39

.34

.42

Mac 'bilingual reader

.39

.21

.49

Rashaun

.62

.30

.89

Average for All
Readers

.57

34

.78

* bilinKual reader

each reader would be representatively proportional. I
confirmed this. The results are shown in Table 4.3.
For all readers the average fixation duration in print
was greater than the average fixation duration across all
categories (picture (PIC), print (PRI) and other (OTH)
combined) and the average fixation duration in pictures was
consistently less than the average fixation duration across
all categories. The average fixation durations in print are
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almost doiible the average fixation durations in pictures.
These differences in average fixation durations between
print and picture help explain percentage decline when
looking at the number of picture fixations versus the time
spent on picture fixations. It explains percentage
augmentation when looking at the number of print fixations
and the print fixation durations. (Since my main point of
interest in this study was readers' use of pictures and
print, I did not calculate average fixation durations for
each reader in the other (OTH) category. Should I return to
examine the other (OTH) category as a phenomenon, it will
be important to do so because the data suggested that these
fixations were related to a strategy for gaining thinking
time.)
Findings for Subquestion 1
What is the proportion of total fixation time on
pictures and print respectively for first-grade beginning
readers?
In relation to the first subquestion, the data
analyses yielded the findings that first-grade beginning
readers:

lOI

• Fixated print, pictures and other areas when reading
the complete text.
• Fixated more frequently in print tlhan in pictures (on
average for all readers 55% of fix.ations were in print
and 36% of fixations were in pictu;res).
• Spent much more time fixating prin't: than pictures (on
average 73% of time was spent in pzrrint and 21% of time
in pictures).
• Had average print fixation duratioms that exceeded
their personal average fixation duzrations across all
categories; picture (PIC), print (IPRI), and other
(OTH).
• Had average picture fixation durations that were less
than their personal average fixation durations across
all categories; picture (PIC), priant (PRI) , and other
(OTH).
• Had average fixation durations in gjrint that were
almost double their fixation durations in pictures.
Interpretation
While past research (Samuels, 1967j Willows, 1978a)
has suggested that pictures are a distraction when learning
to read and that instruction should focu-s on print, the
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readers' natural reading behaviors in this study seem to
challenge this notion. Since the readers spent
significantly more time sampling print than pictures, it
appears that these readers know that print plays the major
role in carrying the meaning of the story. Readers not only
fixated print more frequently (number of fixations) than
pictures, but also spent considerably more time in each
individual fixation when fixating print than they did when
sampling from pictures. For the readers of this story,
pictures did not represent the significant distraction that
past research has suggested.
Subquestion 2:
How do first-grade beginning readers vary in their use of
pictures and print as they read?
To begin answering subquestion two, I examined my data
for findings relative to Paulson's myths of eye movement.
Paulson postulates five myths that occur in syntheses of
the literature on eye movement research that are not
substantiated by his reading of the literature or his eye
movement research. These myths are outlined in Chapter 2 in
the literature review as related to this study. In this
section I provide evidence to support the statements he has
made as myths in the field of reading.
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Paulson's Myths of Eye Movement Research
In answering the second subquestion, I was informed by
Paulson's (2000) myths of eye movement research and
analyses of total fixation durations prior to entering
print, transitions to pictures from print, regressions in
print, fixations on words with multiple occurrences in the
story, and picture sampling.

I spow a W

Ficnire 4.2. Readers do not look at (fixate) every word as
they read.
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Fixation / Non-Fixation
Within the story, I Saw a Dinosaur, there are 55
running words. None of the first-grade beginning readers in
this study fixate every word as they read. In Figure 4.2,
Rashaun is reading page 6 of the story. His eye fixation
sequence begins at fixation number 147 on the bear's chin,
shifts to the white margin just outside the picture frame
to the right (fixation number 148) and re-enters the
picture at fixation 149 on a strut of the arm rest of the
rocking chair. The sequence of fixations continues in
numerical order iintil it terminates on this page at
fixation number 164.
While this fixation sequence is illustrative of how to
read the fixation sequences in most of the images in this
dissertation, I am using this image to illustrate that
Rashaun. does not fixate the words I, a, in and a on this
page. Readers' fixation words vary from 91% to 65% of the
words in the story for each of the six readers. The numbeir
and percentage of words fixated in the story are
represented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4

Words Fixated in Complete Story

Reader

# of Words Fixated

% of Words Fixated

Cory

50 of 55

91%

Esmeralda •bilingual reader 43 of 55

78%

Javier

39 of 55

73%

Kimberly

50 of 55

91%

Mac 'bilingual reader

50 of 55

91%

Rasbaun

37 of 55

67%

Average for All Readers

45 of 55

80%

While eye movement research has consistently shown for
decades that readers do not fixate every word as they read
(Rayner, 1981; Hogaboam & McConkie, 1984; O'Regan, 1979;
Paulson, 2000), I was unsure if this would hold true for
the beginning readers in first-grade. With the current
emphasis on code-focused practices of instruction, I
thought that I'd find most of my readers might reflect
present instructional practices and look at every word; my
hypothesis was leant weight from the data collected during
the modified Burke Reading Interview (Appendix A) in which
all of my readers named "soujid-it-out" as their primary
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reading strategy. If they really were going to rely
exclusively on this strategy then they would need to fixate
every word. Rashaiin, who exhibited the lowest percentage of
words fixated also mentioned "sound-it-out" more frequently
than any other reader as his only reading strategy. When
asked if he used pictures as a strategy he said that he
didn't need to but sometimes he did look at the pictures.
If he did not fixate 35% of the words in the text he was
obviously relying on strategies beyond the so\ind-it-out
strategy. But while he used additional strategies, he did
not mention them as part of his conscious repertoire of
reading strategies.
As Table 4.5 shows the readers in this study do not
fixate all words and yet they produce an oral text that
includes the non-fixated words 100% of the time. (This does
not imply that there were occasions in which readers
fixated words and omitted them from their oral reading.)
This data shows that readers use context to predict words
that they do not need to fixate because their predictions
are driven by their schema or knowledge base, the context
of the story, and their use of the three cueing systems.

Tcdsle 4.5

Words Not Fixated and Words Produced Orally

Cory

Cory

Esmeralda

Esmeralda

•bilingual
reader
Word not
fixated

'bilingual
reader
Word
produced
orally

Javier

Javier

Word not
fixated

Word
produced
orally

Word not
fixated

Word
produced
orally

I
a
I
I
a

I
a
I
I
a

I
dinosaur
my
I
and
kangaroo
in
zoo
in
a
chair
I

I
dinosaur
my
I
and
kangaroo
in
zoo
In
a
chair
I

I
saw
a
in
elephants
red
I
a
zoo
a
in
A
chair
I
saw

I
saw
a
in
elephants
red
I
a
zoo
a
in
A
chair
I
saw

Kimberly

Kimberly

Rashaun

Word
produced
orally

IVfac*biIinguaI
reader
Word
produced
orally

Rashaun

Word not
fixated

IVIac*biIingual
reader
Word not
fixated

Word not
fixated

Word
produced
orally

I
a
I
a
I

I
a
I
a
I

I
I
I
saw
a

I
I
I
saw
a

I
a
in
I
an
a
I
red
I
a
the
I
a
in
a
chair
I
on

I
a
in
I
an
a
I
red
I
a
the
I
a
in
a
chair
I
on
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I saw tww elephants
502

^

I^Q^ndo^ellow pants

Figure 4.3.

Readers• eyes do not always move serially from
word to word, left to right.

The idea that readers eyes move serially from word to
word, left to right was repeatedly shown to be a simplistic
notion of what these readers' eyes are doing as they read.
Figure 4.3 shows Mac's reading of page 4. He did fixate the
first line of print and read it aloud but I am only showing
the fixations on the second line to illustrate my point. By
following the numbers in the fixation sequence it is easy
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to see that he did not fixate words in the order in which
they appear in print. This excerpt from his fixation
sequence on this page begins with fixation number 501 in
the white area below the word red and terminates with
fixation number 508 at the beginning of the word wearing-.
All of the readers in this study engaged in back and
forth eye movements, up and down eye movements, and
diagonal eye movements. If one takes into accoimt the fact
that no reader fixated every word and every reader engaged
in the sort of eye movements described above, not one
reader in this study read any single page fixating serially
from word to word, left to right.
The idea that readers' fixations are all about the
same duration was refuted by looking at the fixation
durations indicated in the fixation file printouts. Readers
fixations ranged anywhere from a low of .100 seconds to
over ten seconds. Figure 4.4 offers a more graphic example
of this variety in readers' fixation durations. In this
case Javier is reading page 5 and is fixating on the last
line of the page. He did fixate the first line of print and
read it aloud but I am only showing the fixations on the
second line to illustrate my point. Notice that the dots
representing the fixations are representatively variable in
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size based on the duration and the number accompanying the
dot indicates just how long the fixation duration was in
seconds.

I saw a kangaroo
fe

peAte-H®

Fiq-ure 4.4. Readers• fixations are not all about the same
duration.

Figure 4.4 shows Javier's fixation durations using
variable sized dots with the corresponding duration time in
numerals representing seconds below the dot. In this
example the order in which the fixations occurred is not
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being highlighted. Javier's fixations vary as much as one
and a half seconds (from .40 seconds to 1.98 seconds) in
this brief excerpt of his reading of this page. As
mentioned before the variation in fixation durations (in
seconds) was on occasion even greater than what is
represented in this example. All readers in this study
consistently demonstrated that their fixations were far
from being equal in duration.
Readers' eye fixations were not always made on the
center of the word, horizontally and vertically. Figure 4.5
shows that Kimberly's eye fixations are not neatly located
in the center of words in any sense. She did fixate the
first line of print and read it aloud but I am only showing
the fixations on the second line that illustrate my point.
This excerpt from her fixation sequence begins with
fixation 293 and ends with fixation number 297. However,
the fixation sequence is not my focus here. This image is
being used to illustrate that fixations do not consistently
occur on the center of words, horizontally and vertically.
Notice that Kimberly's fixation on the words sittingand a are centered slightly above each word and to the
right. With the word rocking there are two fixations one
toward the beginning and one toward the end of the word.
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Both fixations are toward the bottom of the word.

This

example taken from Kimberly's reading was found in each
reader's eye fixations. Thus, Paulson's myth that eye
fixations are located in the center of words, horizontally
and vertically, was corroborated as a myth by all readers
in this study.

I saw a big ibrown bear
sittina93n ^giacking
chair.
oqir
297

Figure 4.5. Eye fixations are not consistently made on the
center of words, horizontally and vertically.
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Assicrninq Fixations and Word Boundaries
In the course of doing this study I participated in
regular discussions with other researchers conducting eye
movement research. In our discussions we came to realize
that to affix eye fixations to words ignores the reality of
what falls in the foveal field in favor of word boundaries.
It is important to keep in mind that eye fixations do not
begin and end at the boundaries of a word and although a
fixation may appear to be on a particular word, the fovea
may often extend beyond the beginning, end, top and bottom
limits of the graphic representations of that word. Thus,
in a line of print where the fovea takes in 5-6 letters
which depends on font size, if a fixation falls on the last
letter of a word, this means that that letter and two to
three letters to its left is clearly in focus within the
fovea. In addition, the space after the word and two to
three letters at the beginning of the subsequent word is in
clear focus in the fovea. It seems that the established
tradition in eye movement research of assigning between
word fixations to the word to the right of the fixation
when working with orthographic systems such as English
which are written from left to right, seems to be
problematic. In assigning fixations to a word, life is made
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simpler for the researcher but the practice distorts the
reality of what is going on by forcing data to conform to
the arbitrary parameters of word boxindaries.
In this study, as mentioned earlier, I did not engage
in the practice of assigning between-word fixations to the
word to the right. Instead I maintained a riinning
tabulation of between word and between line fixations and
included them in the category of fixations in print.
Total Fixation Durations in Pictures Prior to Entering
Print
There is a common belief that beginning readers spend
too much time looking in pictures rather than in print and
considered other permutations of this belief. I anticipated
that most readers would spend at least five seconds if not
more on pictures prior to entering print. I totaled
fixation times in pictures prior to entering print on each
page for each reader. Then I calculated the average
fixation duration for each reader.
As mentioned earlier, since readers were not in
control of changing pages themselves, this limitation must
be taken into account. In changing pages for readers,
terminal fixations on previous pages became initial
fixations on the next page. Due to the consistent layout of
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the page in the original text with the picture above the
print, if the reader was looking in print when the page
ended, s/he would end up in print on the following page. If
the reader was looking in the picture when a page ended,
s/he would end up in the picture on the following page. In
most cases readers did end pages in pictures and therefore,
found themselves initiating fixations in the pictures on
the following page. The tabulations and calculations for
fixation durations prior to entering print appear in Table
4.6.

Table 4.6

Fixation Durations (in Seconds) in Pictures
Prior to Entering- Print

Reader

Cory

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

*bilngual reader

Mac

Rashaun

^bilingual reader

Page 2
3
4
5
6
7
8

.68
.69
.46
.79
.00
.00
.68

.25
3.64
.89
2.55
.88
.31
1.06

.20
.46
.31
.00
.72
.30
.00

.62
.25
.21
1.06
1.65
.41
.00

.23
.38
.82
.00
1.76
2.46
3.21

.91
.00
.15
.16
.88
.28
.97

Mean Fixation
Duration for
Reader

.47

1.36

.28

.60

1.26

.47

.74

.74

.74

.74

.74

.74

Average for
All Readers

Some readers did not spend any time at all in viewing
pictures prior to entering print. In other cases, they
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spend anywhere from .15 seconds to 3.64 seconds prior to
entering the print. For example on page 8 of the story Cory
spent .68 seconds viewing pictures prior to entering print,
Esmeralda spent 1.06 seconds, Javier and Kimberly entered
the print directly without examining the picture at all,
Mac spent 3.21 seconds and Rashaun spent .97 seconds
sampling the picture prior to entering the print.
On average Esmeralda (1.36 seconds) and Mac (1.26
seconds), as bilingual readers, spend more time than their
monolingual coiinterparts in viewing pictures prior to
entering print. The pattern revealed that all readers were
spending on average less than 1.5 seconds in viewing
pictures prior to entering print. The data analysis also
showed the monolingual readers spent less than one second
on picture sampling prior to entering print. Three out of
the four monolingual readers spent on average less than
half a second sampling pictures prior to entering print.
Picture to Print Transitions
Readers frequently left the print, transitioned to the
picture and then back to print. By the very act of sampling
from pictures and print readers showed that they were in
some way integrating information from both pictures and
print.
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Hegarty (1992) mentions the integrative nature of such
transitions across media, explaining that because eye
fixations imply brain activity, by engaging in the act of
transitioning from one medium to another the brain has made
a decision to look for information that connects one medium
to the new medium into which it transitions.
I examined these transitions for distinctive features
in order to understand the nature of readers' integrative
use of pictures and print. Four categories emerged.
The first category involved transitions from print to
picture and back to print in which the reader returned to
print at a word prior to where s/he had left the print to
enter the picture. I labeled these transitions picture-toword-prior (ptwp) transitions.
The second category of transitions involved the reader
leaving print at a word, transitioning through the picture
and returning to print at the same word. I labeled these
transitions picture-to-same-word (ptsw) transitions.
The third category of transitions involved the reader
leaving the print at a word, transitioning through the
picture and returning to the print at a word beyond the
word from which s/he departed the print prior to
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transitioning through the picture. I labeled these
transitions picture-to-word-beyond (ptwb) transitions.
The final category of transitions involved the reader
departing the print, transitioning through the picture and
coming back to print. However, in this final category the
departure or return point was not readily identifiable as a
specific word. For example the reader might leave the print
from a fixation in print between two words and came back to
the print after making an other (OTH) fixation outside the
picture or print fields. Events of this nature were labeled
print-to-word-unknown and represented as (ptw?). On some
occasions the other (OTH) fixation took place at the
beginning of the sequence just described.
Using these four categories, I sorted the transitions
and tabulated them for individual readers by page and
calculated the percent of each transition category engaged
in by individual readers. Table 4.7 shows these tabulations
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Table 4.7
Reader

Picture to Print Transitions by Catecrory

Cory

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

•bilingual
reader

Picture to
Word Prior
Picture to
Same Word
Picture to
Word
Beyond
Picture to
Word?
Total
Number of
Transitions

Rashaun

Mac
•bilingual
reader

Average
for All
Readers

6 / 26%

11/20%

3/11%

8/25%

12 / 23%

0 / 0%

6.66 / 20%

6 / 26%

20/37%

16 /59%

12/38%

29 / 56%

7/64%

15/45%

11/48%

16/30%

7 / 26%

11/34%

6 /12%

1 / 9%

8.6/26%

0 / 0%

7 /13%

1/4%

1/4%

5/9%

3 / 27%

2.83 / 9%

23

54

27

32

52

11

33.16

Number / Percentage

and calculations of percentages in each category of
transition. The percentages are calculated on each reader's
total number of transitions.
The pattern that emerged indicated that readers most
frequently transitioned from pictures and back to print at
the same word. Readers least frequently engaged in ptw?
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Ficrure 4.6. Percentage of trcuisitions by type from pictures
to print by reader.

transitions. The two remaining categories ptwp and ptwb,
were similar in percentage across readers with a slightly
higher percentage of ptwb (26%) than ptwp (20%)
transitions.
Figure 4.6 shows that picture-to-same-word (ptsw)
transitions occur most frequently and occur almost twice as
frequently as picture-to-word-prior (ptwp) and picture-toword-beyond (ptwb) transitions. Picture-to-word-beyond
(ptwb) transitions occur slightly more frequently than
picture-to- word-prior (ptwp) transitions.
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Esmeralda and Mac, the bilingual readers, engaged in a
larger number of transitions through pictures than their
monolingual counterparts. Rashaun, who admitted sheepishly
during his retelling, "I didn't need to look at the
pictures, but I did," had the lowest number of transitions
through pictures.
In order to determine the percentage of picture to
print transitions relative to each reader's total number of
fixations in reading the complete story, I needed to
remember that each transition represented two fixations of
transition. The first fixation of transition leads out of
one medium (print) into another medium (picture). The
second fixation of transition leads out of this same medium
(picture) and back into the original medium (print).
Therefore, when calculating fixations involved in
transitions between media (pictures and print) I needed to
take the number of transitions and multiply it by two so
that the exit and re-entry fixations were both taken into
consideration. I then divided the number of transition
fixations by each reader's total number of transitions to
arrive at the percentage of fixations that were
transitional in nature for each reader. Table 4.8
represents the tabulations and resulting percentages.
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Table 4.8

Picture to Print Tramsition Fixations

Cory

Reader

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

•bilingual
reader

Transitions
x2 /Total
Fixations
Transition
Percentage

IVIac*biIingtiaI
reader

Rasbaun

Average
for All
Readers

A6I152

104 / 470

54 / 270

64/355

104/829

22/171

66 / 392

18%

22%

20%

18%

13%

13%

17%

Cory, Esmeralda, Javier and Kimberly appear to have
engaged in a similar percentage of such transitions.
However, when compared to Mac's and Rashaun's lower
percentages of 13%, the similarity seems to less
definitive. The range between the highest and lowest
percentage for all readers is 9% difference. Across all
readers picture to print transitions represented anywhere
from 13% to 22% of all fixations involved in reading the
complete story.
There is obviously further research to be done in this
area. I offer suggestions in the final chapter.
Regressions
I examined the data for regressive eye movements and
patterns within such movements. Ultimately readers'
regressive eye movements grouped into three categories,
regressions within words (rww), regressions within
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sentences (rws) and regressions within ? (rw?). Figure 4.7
illustrates the first two types of regressions.

I saw

elephants
Mo^nSoyellow pants

Figure 4.7. Regression within sentence (RWS) and regression
within word (RWW).

Figure 4.7 shows Mac's fixation sequence as he reads
page four of the story. He engages in two types of
regressive fixation sequences. Mac's fixations are numbered
in order of occurrence 501-506. He did fixate the first
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line of print and read it aloud but I am only showing the
fixations on the second line to illustrate my point. His
first regressive fixation sequence is representative of the
regression-within-sentence (RWS) category. Regressions
within this category involve right to left fixation
sequences in print across multiple words within the
sentence.
Prior to Mac's RWS he moves from the white area (501)
under the word "red" and transitions to the word "two"
(502), then down to the word "red" (503) and forward on the
same word (504) and then on to the word "and" (505).
Mac's next fixation regresses to the beginning of the
word "wearing" (506) and since he has regressed across
print involving multiple words within the sentence, I
labeled this form of regression as regression-withinsentence. In this example, Mac's regression-within-sentence
(RWS) involved only two words but there were occasions in
which more than two words were involved in the regressive
sequence backward through the sentence.

Readers usually

did not fixate serially all words to the left in their
regressive movements. Keep in mind that the brain tells the
eye where to look for useful information.
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The second category of regressions involving
regression-within-words (RWW) is represented in Mac's next
few eye movements after fixation number 506. At 507 he
fixates the end of the word wearing- and then regresses to
fixate the beginning of the word wearing again at 508. This
regressive behavior within a word was labeled regressionwithin-word.
I have selected this sample offered in Figure 4.7
specifically because it offers an example of both
regressions-within-sentence and regressions-within-v/ords.
All readers engaged in both types of regression patterns.
There was a third regression pattern.
The final category of regressive eye movements
involved eye movements that were regressive but that fell
on Print-between-lines (Pri-bl) or on Print-between-words
(Pri-bw) or just outside the foveal field in other (OTH)
fixations. Such fixations made it impossible to deteinnine
whether or not the regression was at a word or sentence
level. These regressive behaviors were grouped in the
category entitled regressions-within-? (RW?).

Of the 324

regressions by all six readers, only 6 regressions fell in
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Table 4.9

Reader

Regressions (Number/Percentaq'e)

Cory

Esmeralda

Kimberly

Javier

•bilingual
reader

Regressions
within
words
Regression
within
sentence
Regression
within ?
Total
Regressions

Mac

Rashaun

•bilingual
reader

Average
for All
Readers

11/35%

lHUVo

12 / 33%

24 / 46%

71/57%

8/38%

25/46%

IM 65%

26 ! 52%

25 / 64%

27 / 52%

53/42%

12/57%

28 / 52%

0 / 0%

2/4%

I / 3%

112%

1 / 1%

1 / 5%

1/2%

34

50

39

52

125

21

54

the RW? category. Each reader, except for Cory, had at
least one.
Table 4.9 represents the tabulations of regressions by
type and their corresponding percentages for individual
readers as well as the average for all readers. Readers
more frequently engaged in regressions-within-sentences
than regressions-within-words. Mac is the exception to this
pattern in that he has a higher number and percentage of
RWW sequences which are related to his higher percentage of
substitution miscues. His regressive eye movements are
related to his multiple attempts at correction of these
sxibstitution miscues. Across the complete story Mac had 10
substitution miscues and 25 attempts at correction, more
than any other reader.
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After examining the three categories for the numbers
of regressions by type and the percentage they represented
in the overall regressions of each reader, I examined the
range among readers in the total number of regressions. It
appeared that Mac had an extremely high number of
regressions (125) when compared with the other readers.
After noticing his total number of regression were more
than double that of all other readers, I remembered that in
other categories he and Esmeralda, as bilingual readers,
had this doubling effect. Therefore, I immediately turned
to Esmeralda's fixation total for corroboration. It wasn't
forthcoming. She had only 50 regressions for the complete
story. When compared with Kimberly who had 52 and Javier
who had 39, her total did not look in any way unusual. As I
was thinking about this range for total number of
regressions across the complete story, I began to wonder
what percentage of total fixations these regressive
fixations represented. Therefore, I took each reader's
total number of regressions and divided by his/her total
number of fixations to calculate a percentage. Table 4.10
represents these tabulations and calculations.
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Table 4.10

Reader

Regressions Relative to Total Ni.iTnber of
Fixations for Complete Story
(NiJinber/Percentaq-e)

Cory

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

•bilingual
reader

Regressions
/ Total
Fixations
Percentage
of
Regressions

Mac

Rashaun

'bilingual
reader

Average
for AU
Readers

34 / 252

50/470

39 / 270

52 / 355

125 / 829

21 / 171

54 / 392

13%

11%

14%

15%

15%

12%

14%

The regression percentage for each reader was
extremely similar. While Mac represented an extreme in
terms of total number of regressions and total number of
fixations, when these numbers were recalculated as
percentages the proportional difference (15%) between his
125 regressions within his 829 total fixations looked the
same as Kimberly's 52 regressions within her 3 55 fixations
(15%). Although Rashaun had the smallest number of
regressions and the smallest number of fixations overall,
the 3% difference between his 12% of fixations that were
regressions do not appear very different than Mac's 15% of
regression fixations. These percentages indicated that all
of the readers were consistently proportional in their use
of regressive eye fixations (between 11%-15%) even though
the actual number of regressions and total fixations across
readers varied considerably. Rayner (1981) states that
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regressive eye movements accoiint for 15-20% of all eye
movements in reading. Taylor and Taylor (1983) indicate
that regressions accoxmt for 1-20% of all fixations.
Hildreth (1958) states:
Taylor (1954) foimd that senior high school
students made 15 regressive movements, on average, in
100 words; college students 11. Gilbert (1953)
reported the number of regressive movements for ninthgrade students to average 18.5 in 100 words; college
students reading prose 13.6. This is about once in
every three or four lines; the immature reader, on the
other hand, may show three or more regressive
movements in a single line. (p.70)
With a text of only 55 words, the readers in this
study had much higher regression rates than those reported
for adult readers by the researchers mentioned above.
Reports on eye movement research have attributed
various reasons for regressive eye movements.
Klapper (1914) interprets regressive eye movements as
evidence of confusion on the part of the reader. Fairbanks
(1937) attributes regressive eye movements to one of two
things, confusion on the part of the poor reader or in the
case of good readers, the eye getting to far ahead of the
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voice. This is related to the concept of eye-voice span.
Eye voice span is the distance of difference between where
the eyes are fixating and what the voice is saying.

He

noted poor readers slowed their voice without moving their
eyes quickly to the point of difficulty in the text. This
results in a large eye-voice span. He also noted that when
good readers make an oral reading error they are able to
more quickly retuam to the point of difficulty and resume
oral reading more quickly resulting in a shorter eye-voice
span.
Buswell (1921) suggested that as text difficulty
increased, so did regressive eye movements. He also noted
that as changes in purpose and difficulty of reading
occurred, the variations of readers' eye movements
reflected their varying modes of adjustments to these
changes in individualized ways. In reviewing studies
related to grammar, meaning and eye-voice span Levin and
Addis (1979) point out that in the early 1920's Buswell
conducted a study in which he asked readers to read a
paragraph involving ambiguous meanings based on the use of
embedded homographs. People who read the paragraph both
silently and orally showed eye movements that were
characteristic of confusion at the same points of
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difficulty.

Buswell found that, at such points the eye-

voice span reduced and fixation time increased. Regressions
were also predominantly in evidence as the readers reread
the homographs. Thus Buswell showed that textual features
may account for certain eye movement patterns. Levin and
Addis (1979) state:
Reading material may be difficult to understand
because of the reader's iinfamiliarity with the words,
the grammatical constructions, or the subject matter.
Unfortunately there is little EVS or eye-movement
research based on careful analyses of the reasons for
the difficulty of the text (p.85).
Likewise, Jacobson and Dodwell (1979) found
regressions increased with low-redxindancy, poorly
constrained materials.
Flurkey (1997, 1998) explored this same concept of the
relationship between textual contours and reading flow
using a hydrological model of reading.
Relationships between regressions, miscues and
correction strategies are explored in Chapter 6 in the EMMA
analyses.
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Suggestions for further research in relation to
regressions appear in Chapter 7 under recommendations for
further research.
Words with Multiple Occurrences
As I examined readers' fixation durations, I wondered
about words with multiple occurrences within the story. For
example the word a appeared seven times in the story and on
one page it appears twice. It was while examining fixation
durations on the two a's that appeared on this page that I
was struck by the differences of duration time on the same
word in different contexts. This served as impetus to
explore individual reader's fixation durations on words
with multiple occurrences throughout the complete story. I
examined five words with multiple occurrences. They are a,
I, saw, in and on. Since a, I, and saw had more than two
occurrences, I focused my attention on these words.
Because each word represents a different part of speech and
linguistic function, I anticipated that the fixation
patterns that emerged for each word would be different.
The Word a.
Table 4.11 shows the total fixation durations on the
word a for individual readers in the seven instances that
it occurred within the complete text.
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Table 4.11

Total Fixation Durations (in Seconds) on. the
Word a in Multiple Contexts

Esmeralda
Word

Page

A
A
A
al
a2
A
A
Total
Fixation
Duration
Average
for Reader

P2
P3
P5
P6
P6
P7
P8

Mac

0.85
0
1.33
0
0.46
0.56
0.48

1.16
0.53
0.31
2.59
0
1.56
4.31

0
8.99
0
0
0
0
2.33

0
0.71
0
0.52
0.95
0.73
1.57

*bilingual
reader
1.07
0.94
1.36
0.58
0.9
0
1.93

3.68

10.46

11.32

4.48

6.78

.18

.52

1.49

1.61

.64

.95

.02

Cory

•bilingual
reader

Javier

Kimberly

Rashaun

Average
for
AU
Readers

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.18

0.51
1.86
0.50
0.61
0.38
0.55
1.52
6.02

On the surface, the word a's role as an indefinite
article in this text appears to be constant and entirely
predictable. However, linguists such as Halliday and Hasan
(1976) and Quirk and Greenbaum (1973) explored distinctive
contextual differences in the use of nouns and determiners
in noun phrases that create a system of cohesion within
texts. Each text provides a system of cohesion in which
noiins and determiners are used to mark the text in subtle
yet distinctive ways. Language users are aware of and use
these systemic textual features as they communicate.
Goodman and Goodman (1981) showed that readers' often
produce responses when reading that differ from the
expected response. Readers' responses that differ from the

.86
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expected response are called tniscues. Readers' miscues are
either schema driven or schema forming. Schema driven
miscues result from readers using established schema to
process text. Schema forming miscues result from readers
using textual features to form schema.
The word a is one of the most frequently occurring
words in English texts. The word a is a determiner that
signals the introduction of new information.
All readers of English have pre-existing schema
knowledge of how determiners can be used both in oral
speech and in printed texts. This knowledge comes from
their use of oral language and their prior experiences with
written language. They know that both oral and written
texts offer variations of determiner use that mark the text
in distinctive ways.

As readers read a printed text, they

become familiar with the system of determiner-use offered
by that text.

They form schema about the use of

determiners within the text that is infojrmed by their
reading of the text. As they form schema about the use of
determiners within the text, the schema drives their
predictions about features of the printed text. Readers'
evolving schema also influences the increasingly
constrained oral text that they are producing.
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Goodman (1983) examined how readers' understanding of
the text's system of determiner-use creates constraints and
significantly influences readers' predictions and miscues
on articles.
Thus, the linguistic systemic patterns within texts
create cohesional constraints that teach what readers learn
(Meek, 1988).
Table 4.11 shows that all readers fixated the word a
in differing contexts for different durations. These total
fixation durations ranged from as low as no fixation
(Rashaun's total fixation duration on page 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7
of the story) to as long as 8.99 seconds (Javier's total
fixation duration on a on page 3 of the story).
Rashaiin fixates the word a only once during the entire
story and that fixation takes place on the last page. He
appears to have a clear understanding of the systemic uses
of the word a within this text and easily predicts where it
appears within the text. He is so confident in his
prediction of the systemic use of determiners in this text
that he fixates the word a only once for .18 seconds.
Mac and Esmeralda fixate the word a in all instances
except for one.

Perhaps this indicates tentativeness on

their part as bilingual readers in the use of English
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determiners because they know that English and Spanish
determiners work in different ways.
Across the multiple contexts for the use of the word
a, Cory miscued twice by substituting the for the word a.
©

6001

dea-

I saw a big (brown bear
the

6002

sitting in a rocking chair.

Figure 4.8. Cory's reading of Page 6.

The first of these substitutions occurred on page 6
during the second instance of the word a. In this instance
he did not refixate the miscued word after producing the
miscue and he did not correct. His miscue is syntactically
acceptable, semantically acceptable and results in no
change of meaning. On the previous page (page 5) the author
had used the word a in the independent clause at the
beginning of the sentence and the definite article the in
the subordinate clause.

I saw a kangaroo
feeding people in the zoo.

Figure 4.9. Text from Page 5.
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Cory's textual experience from page 5 and his prior
language knowledge have developed a schema for this pattern
of determiner-use and is applying this linguistic pattern
on page 6 to predict the use of the word the in the
subordinate clause. This is an instance of a schema driven
miscue. Cory was so confident in his prediction that he did
not refixate the word a, nor did he correct.

^ setting

the l/ine

8001 ( hanging laundry on (a line.

Ficrure 4.10. Cory's reading of Page 8.

The second instance of Cory's siibstitution of the word
the for the word a occurred on page 8. Again this miscue is
syntactically acceptable, semantically acceptable and
results in no change of meaning. Cory's prior experience
with the textual features of page 5, where the is used in
the subordinate clause, and his reading of page 6 where he
sixbstituted the for. the word a without refixating or
correcting while maintaining meaning, strengthened his
schema driven prediction of finding the as the determiner
of choice in the subordinate clause on page 8. His brain is
so confident of the schema that it directs his eye to
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fixate the word on and the word line without fixating the
word a. Only after he produced the miscue did he fixate the
word a and sxibsequently corrected.

3001

I saw an alligator
UC

holding
48 sec

3002^^;(^coimtingX>n a calculator.

Fiqnre 4.11. Javier's r-eading of Page 3.

Javier shows a different fixation pattern and it too
is connected to the miscues that he produced. On page 3 he
fixates the word a for a total of 8.99 seconds. But his
extended total fixation duration for the word a is
influenced by the miscue that he produces on the word
counting. Prior to saying holding- for counting-, he fixates
counting, on, a., calculator and pictorial information. This
fixation pattern indicates that he is using pictorial and
linguistic information from the word a within the entire
clause to make decisions regarding the oral text he will
produce. Ultimately he says holding on a calculator. As
mentioned in the text analysis in Chapter 3, the
siibordinate clause, counting on a calculator, does not fit
semantic conventions of American English. Javier's long
fixation on the word a in this context may be a reflection
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of his anticipation of the following word calculator. Since
the determiner a signals the introduction of new
information, Javier may be thinking about what will come
next in the sentence. Although only a small portion of the
word calculator could in foveal view, the remainder is in
parafoveal view, providing Javier with information about
the length of the next word after the determiner a.

little

8001

the

hanging laundry on a line.

Ficmre 4.12. Javier's reading of Page 8.

On page 8, Javier fixates the word a for a total of
2.33 seconds before substituting the word the for the word
a. This miscue is syntactically acceptable, semantically
acceptable and results in no meaning change. Prior to
producing this substitution miscue, Javier produced another
substitution miscue in saying little for laundry. In his
retelling he was confident that the porcupine had been
hanging little clothes. In shifting the collective noxon
laundry that does not use a determiner to little clothes,
Javier shifts the determiner from the indefinite article a
to the definite article the in spite of the fact that he
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has fixated the word a for an extendeid period of time (2.33
seconds). Again, this may be a reflecrtion of his thought
processes involving the use of the de:terminer a to signal
the introduction of new information a-nd the graphic
information available in the parafovera.
For Kimberly there are three ins tances in which she
miscues on the word a by omission. In. two of these cases
she corrects. On page 3 Kimberly fixa tes the word a for a
period of.71 seconds and elects to om_it the entire
subordinate clause in her oral readin-g.

®

3001

a

I saw an alligator

Reaid to the end of alligator, paused, reread
and then omitted by moving on to next page.

3002

Figure 4.13. Kimberly's reading of Pa^e 3.

Because the author had used the pronoiun my as the
determiner in the subordinate clause "on Page 2, perhaps

I saw a dinosaur
looking in my bedroom door.

Ficnire 4.14. Text from Page 2.
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Kin±)erly is expecting something other than a in the
subordinate clause on Page 3.

It is also possible that for

Kimberly, who was not a big risk-taker, she did not yet
have sufficient textual information to foirmulate a strong
schema regarding the pattern of the text as a whole or the
use of determiners in particular within the text.

6001

I saw a big brown bear

6002
Figure 4.15. Kimberly's reading of Page 6.

On page 6 Kimberly non-deliberately omits the word a
as she read the sxibordinate clause of the sentence. This
omission results in syntactic unacceptability. However, she
fixates the word a for the first time as she says the word
chair for the first time and then orally corrects her
miscue on the word a.
On page 8 Kimberly says the word hanging and then
pauses for 30 seconds. After this pause, I ask her what she
wants to do. She says that she wants to skip the remainder
of the page and go on. I mention that this is the last page
and ask her if she wants to think about this page some
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more. I remind her that she has already read, I saw a
porcupine^. hang±iig„. At this point, she orally repeats I sa.w
a porcupine hanging-, omits the word laundiry and then says on
a line. Her initial omission of the word a this line results
in syntactic unacceptability.
In all cases where the word a appears as a determiner
in the independent clause, Kimberly is confident in her
ijnderstandings and predictions of its use. However, due to
Kimberly's high number of deliberate omissions, I don't
gain a full picture of Kimberly's understandings of the use
of the word a as a determiner in subordinate clauses within
this text. In most cases she elects to avoid rhe risk and
deliberately omits the entire clause or major portions of
it.
Interestingly, whenever the word a appeared as the
determiner in the independent clause, it was never once
miscued by any reader. This implies that all readers were
well aware of the author's systemic use of the word as a
determiner in the repeated clause J saw a. When, however,
this linguistic pattern of using the word a as the
determiner in the repeated clause I saw a was replaced with
the word an on page 3 or the word two on page 4, miscues
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did occur. However in all cases, readers did substitute the
word a with another determiner.
The Word I.
Table 4.12 represents the total fixation durations of
individual readers on the word I in the multiple contexts
in which it occurs in the complete story- The word I
appears on six occasions throughout the stoiry. In all
instances it is the first word on the page and its
placement follows a linguistic pattern in which the
sentence for the page starts off a repeated phrase of X saw
.... None of the readers miscued on the word I in the
complete story. If the repetitiveness of this structure
within the story is considered, one anticipates that once
readers became aware of this phenomenon, they would cease
to fixate the word J entirely. However, this was not the
case, except for Rashaun, who never once fixated the word I
during the story.
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TcJale 4.12

Total Fixation Durations (in Seconds)
Word I in Multiple Contexts
Esmeralda

Word

I
I
I
I
I
I
Total
Fixation
Duration
Average
for Reader

Page

Cory

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

0.16
0
0.63
0.56
0
1.37

•bilingual
reader

on the

Average for
All Readers

Mac
•bilingiial
reader

Javier

Kimberly

0
2.25
0
1.13
1.3
0

0
0.28
0.43
0
0.98
0

0
1.26
0.18
0
0
0.63

0
1.78
0.81
1.2
0
0

Rashaun:
0«
0»
0"
0«
0«
0-

0.02
0.92
0.34
0.48
0.38
0.33

2.72

4.68

1.69

2.07

3.79

0-

2.49

0.45

0.78

0.28

0.34

0.63

0

0.41

Of the remaining readers Esmeralda, Javier, K-imberly
and Mac fixate the word I on only 50% of the pages . Cory
fixated the word I on 66% of the pages where it oc'curs.
Once again, Esmeralda and Mac stand out as ha-ving
average fixation durations on the word I that are
noticeably longer than their monolingual counterpazrts, more
than 20% greater than the mean average fixation duzration
for all readers. As beginning readers in Spanish amd
English they are both aware of the fact that in Spanish the
equivalent subject pronouJi Yo is not always includeed in
print because the terminal vowel of the verb indicates the
subject of the sentence. The cross-checking for these
differences across languages can account for Esmeralda and
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Mac's longer average fixation durations. With knowledge
about two languages, it takes longer for Mac and Esmeralda
to sort things out.
The Word saw.
Within the complete text the word saw occurs six
times. As mentioned above in the analysis of the word I ,
the word saw forms part of the repeated phrase I saw... at
the opening of each sentence on every page except page 8 of
the story. Since this makes the presence and location of
the verb saw entirely predictable, I anticipated that it
would be seldom fixated. An analysis of total fixation
duration on the verb saw reveals that this was not the
case. Table 4.13 displays readers' total fixation durations
in seconds on the verb saw in multiple contexts.
In examining the tabulations for individual readers it
is easy to see that all readers fixate the word saw for
differing lengths of time.

There are two readers who do

not fixate the word at all on certain pages. Javier does
not fixate saw on pages two and seven. Mac does not fixate
the word saw on page seven. In all other contexts the word
saw is fixated on either single or multiple occasions
(multiple fixations are aggregated into total fixation
duration) by all readers. Unlike the word I where Rashaun
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Tc^Dle 4.13

Total Fixation Durations (in Seconds) on the
Word saw in Multiple Contexts

Javier

Kimberly

Rashaun

Average
for All
Readers

0
2.85
1.63
1.53
1.63
0

0.59
1.78
0.38
0.36
1
0.54

3.55
4.03
6.19
1.9
1.37
0

0.8
0.62
1.81
0.58
0.51
0.39

2.68
3.66
2.34
1.24
1.01
0.29

Esmeralda
Word

Page

Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw
Saw

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

Total
Fixation
Duration
Average
for Reader

Mac

0.26
1.8
0.13
0.91
0.64
0.63

•bilingual
reader
10.92
10.9
3.93
2.2
0.96
0.2

4.37

29.11

7.64

4.65

17.04

4.71

.72

4.85

1.27

.77

2.84

.78

Cory

•bilingual
reader

11.25

1.87

never fixates the word during the complete story, every
reader fixates the word saw at least four of the six times
that it appears in the story. Four of the six readers
fixate the verb saw every time it appears in the story.
In examining the average fixation duration for all
readers in the right hand column of Table 4.13, a pattern
quickly emerges regarding the use of the word saw across
the complete text. From page three onward there is a
steadily declining total fixation duration. This decline in
total fixation duration indicates that readers became
increasingly aware of the systemic use and location of the
verb. Again, this pattern offers evidence that texts do
teach what readers learn (Meek, 1988).
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At this point, Mac and Esmeralda emerge as the only
two individuals whose average fixation durations exceed the
mean fixation duration for all readers of 1.87 seconds.
Since this phenomenon does not exist for them when
examining the words a and I, I began to wonder whether or
not it was possible to discover what contexts governed
bilingual readers' time allocations in viewing and decided
to examine this in greater detail in answering subquestion
three which examined readers' viewing of content versus
function words in Chapter 5.
Picture Sampling
After having examined words with multiple occurrences
within the text and readers' picture to print transitions,
I examined readers' viewing of pictures alone. Since the
analyses completed thus far indicated that readers often
repeatedly fixated words, I decided to see if the same
phenomenon of multiple fixations focused on specific areas
held true for pictures as well. With this thought in mind,
I sorted the fixation data for individual readers related
to pictures in an attempt to document fixation patterns.
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Table 4.14

Cor-y's Picture Fixations on Page 3 Sorted by
Location
Fixation #
287
304
321
329
330
331
311
320
328
332
288
297
296
335
305
306

Type

Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic
Pic

Location
alligator's hand
alligator's hand
alligator's left hand
alligator's left hand
alligator's left hand
alligator's left hand
alligator's leg
alligator's right hand
background
calculator
calculator screen
calculator screen
calculator-edge of
girl's chest
girl's chin
girl's ear

Duration
0.46
0.15
0.23
0.76
0.1
0.8
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.58
0.23
0.18
0.16
0.35
0.23
0.28

Page

P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4
P4

After the sorting readers' files by picture fixations,
it became immediately apparent that the bulk of his
fixations in pictures fell on major components (characters
or objects) rather than less informative minor components
(walls, gro\md, background) within the picture.
Table 4.14 shows Cory's picture fixations for page
three sorted by location as an example of what picture
fixation analysis revealed. The sorting of data by fixation
location reveals that Cory's fixations are grouped around
the alligator (fixations 287, 304, 321, 329,330, 331, 311,
320), the calculator (fixations 332, 288, 297, 296) and the
girl (fixations 335, 305, 306)(all major components in the
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picture). There was one extraneous fixation on the
backgroiind (fixation 328).
As I examined the fixation file for each reader across
each page, it became apparent that their eye fixations
grouped around characters or objects (major components) in
the picture and generally involved multiple fixations on
these major components within the picture.
I examined what percentage of fixations each reader
devoted to the character and objects in the picture (major
components) like Cory's alligator, calculator, and girl.
Results of this analysis appear in Table 4.15.
As can be seen, all readers were focused in their
sampling of pictures. An average of 82% to 92% of readers'
fixations were devoted to characters or objects (major
components).
Rashun, who responded that he, "didn't need to but did
look at pictures," had the lowest average percentage
(82%)of fixations on major components in pictures and Cozy,
Javier and Mac shared the highest average percentage with
92%.

Table 4.15

Reader

Cory

Readers' Percentage of Fixations on Major
Components in Picture by Page

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

'bilingual reader

Page 2
Page 3
Page 4
Page 5
Page 6
Page 7
Page 8
Average for
All Pages

Mac

Rashaun

Average
for AU
Readers

•bilingual reader

86%
94%
100%
100%
67%
100%
100%

100%
85%
92%
100%
88%
75%,
92%

100%
93%
95%
100%
100%
83%
75%

96%
85%
97%
88%
90%
67%
83%

100%
96%
92%
100%
100%
83%
76%

83%
77%
91%
57%
86%
100%
78%

94%
88%
95%
91%
89%
85%
84%

92%

90%

92%

87%

92%

82%

89%
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Figure 4.16. Readers' percentage of fixations on
major components in pictures.

The average percentages of fixations devoted to major
components in pictures by each reader is displayed in
Figure 4.8. All readers are spending the majority of their
picture viewing time fixating characters or objects in the
pictures.
After examining the percentage of the number of
fixations that readers devoted to examining the major
components (characters and objects) in pictures, I wanted
to know what percentage of picture sampling time was
devoted to the major components. I returned to each
reader's fixation file, totaled the fixation durations on
pictures for each page and then calculated a percentage for
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each reader relative to the major component on each page.
The results are shown in Table 4.16.

Table 4.16

Reader

Cory

Readers' Percentage of Fixation Time
Scunplinq from Major Components in Pictures

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

•bilingual reader

Page 2
Page 3
Page 4
Page 5
Page 6
Page 7
Page 8
Average for
All Pages

Mac

Rashaun

Average
for AU
Readers

•bilingual reader

94%
97%
100%
100%
75%
100%
100%

100%
89%
93%
100%
94%
84%
96%

100%
97%
98%
100%
100%
89%
62%

95%
85%
96%
85%
89%
59%
87%

100%
98%
94%
100%
100%
86%
83%

54°/o
85%
95%
74%
88%
100%
78%

91%
92%
96%
93%
91%
86%
84%

95%

94%

92%

85%

94%

82%

90%

This table shows that the pattern for all readers is
one in which they devote anywhere from 82% to 95% of their
time in picture sampling focused on characters or objects
(major components) in the pictures.
Across all readers there are various percentages of
fixation time on characters and objects in pictures by
page. All readers except Kimberly had at least one page on
which they spent 100% of their picture total fixation time
focused on sampling from only the major components in the
picture. The high percentage of fixation time devoted to
characters and objects reveals that readers know that these
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components are the most informative (Mackworth & Morandi,
1967)
Figure 4.9 shows readers' average percentage fixation
duration spent in sampling from major components in
pictures across all pages. Although there is variation
among readers, more than 82% of all readers' average time
spent sampling pictures is devoted to the major components.

% lOOn
9OH
70 H
60 J

SOi

30ZO-

lOAIReadE

Figure 4.17. Readers' percentage of fixation time
sampling from major components in pictures

Findings for Subquestion 2
How do first-grade beginning readers vary in their use
of pictures and print?
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In relation to the second subquestion, the data
analyses yielded the findings that first-grade beginning
readers:
• Did not fixate every word as they read.
• Always produced orally words that were not fixated.
• Did not fixate words serially from word to word, left
to right.
• Did not fixate words for the same amount of time.
• Did not fixate at the center of words, horizontally
and vertically.
- Fixated between words or lines.
- Fixated in white areas near print.
• Spent less than 1.5 seconds in fixating pictures prior
to entering print.
- Monolingual readers spent less than one second
in pictures prior to entering print.
- Bilingual readers spent less than two seconds
prior to entering print.
• Bilingual readers fixated pictures and print more
frequently and for longer periods of time than their
monolingual counterparts.
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• Bilingual readers' average fixation durations were
longer than that of their monolingual counterparts.
• Although bilingual readers fixated pictures and print
more frequently and for longer periods of time, their
fixation durations were proportionally similar (in
terms of percentages) to their monolingual
counterparts.
• Transitioned from pictures back to print by moving to
a word prior, to the same word, to a word beyond and
to other areas outside word boxondaries.
• Showed a preference for transitions from pictures back
to print characterized by moving to the same word
(45%), followed by movements to a word beyond (26%), a
word prior (20%) and to other areas outside word
boundaries (9%).
• Engaged in regressive eye movements that represented
approximately 14% of all eye movements.
• Engaged in regressions within sentences representing
52% of all regressive eye movements.
• Engaged in regressions within words representing 46%
of all regressive eye movements.
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• Fixated words with multiple occurrences in different
contexts for different durations (including not
fixating the words at all)
• Devoted the majority of their time (90%) and fixations
(89%) in sampling major components within pictures
when viewing pictures.
Interpretation
The findings in relation to the second subquestion
contradict published or public statements made by numerous
reading theorists regarding what readers do as they read.
Given the current political climate for early reading the
findings call into question the following statements:
When reading for meaning it turns out that good
readers do read word by word, left to right, and line
by line. - Marilyn Jager Adams in a report to the
Arizona State Reading Success Task Force, Sept.9, 1999
In her book. Beginning to Read, Adams (1996) writes...
Even if skilled readers look at every word, they might
not process every word in equal detail. Do skilled
readers sample the visual features of predictable text
less thoroughly?
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No. Regardless of semantic, syntactic, or
orthographic predictability, the eye seems to process
individual letters (p. 101).
Adams (1996) also writes...
...when reading for comprehension, skilled readers tend
to look at each individual word and to process its
component letters quite thoroughly. The other aspect
of skilled readers' performance that is underscored by
this research (i.e. eye movement research) is the
remarkable ease and speed with which they achieve such
letter-based word recognition, requiring only a few
one-hiindredths of a second to recognize each
additional letter (p. 102).
Ehri (1998) writes...
Studies reveal that the eyes fixate on
practically every word in a text, sometimes more than
once (McConkie & Zola, 1981; Rayner and Pollatsek,
1989). Few words are skipped, usually only high
frequency words such as the. Even words that can be
predicted with 100% accuracy are not skipped. This
indicates that the eyes are picking up and processing
each word when reading (p. 10).
Grossen (1997) writes...
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Of the three cuing systems freq[uently mentioned
in reading (semantic, syntactic, and graphophonnemic
[sic] cues), the semantic and syntactic cuing systems
seem to play a minor role. Recent eye movement
research indicates that good readers do not sample the
text and predict to recognize words efficiently, but
rather see every single letter on the page (paragraph
35).
Liberman & Liberman (1992) write...
The elegant studies of eye movements during
reading by Rayner and his associates tiave shown
conclusively that good readers read every word (Rayner
& Pollatsek, 1987). It's only the poor- readers who
sample the print, picking out words here and there,
and then guessing the rest (p. 352).
Stanovich (1992) writes...
Furthermore, the study of the processing of
visual infoirmation within a fixation bias indicated
that the visual array is rather completely processed
during each fixation. It appears that visual features
are not minimally sampled in order to confirm
'hypotheses,' but instead are rather exhaustively
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processed, even when the word is highly predictable
(p.7)
Stanovich (1992) also writes...
Fluent readers do not skip words wholesale, nor
do they markedly reduce their sampling of visual
features when context is present (p.311).
Frank R. Vellutino (1991) writes...
With regard to the predictive role accorded
context by whole-language advocates the contraryevidence is also definitive. For example, it is known
from eye movement (Just and Carpenter, 1987; Rayner &
Pollatsek, 1989) that, barring very high frequency
words such as ajid, the, and of, skilled readers
process virtually all of the words encountered in
connected text and typically all of the letters in
these words (p.438).
These statements by reading theorists do not fit with
the findings of this study, nor do they fit with the eye
researchers' reports to which they make reference:
Rayner (1997) writes...
... at least 20% to 30% of the words in text are skipped
altogether ... (p. 319)
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Just &; Carpenter (1987) write...
... about 68% of the words are fixated (p.37).
Hogaboatn (1983) writes...
In fact, in the present study about 40% of the words
were skipped... (p.315).
The findings of this study regarding fixations are
supported and sxibstantiated by the findings of eye movement
researchers and stand in direct conflict with the
statements made by the reading researchers' syntheses
indicated above. The first-grade beginning readers in this
study did not fixate every word much less every letter, nor
did they always fixate words serially from left to right.
(As mentioned earlier in this chapter the whole issue of
word boundaries is questionable as a concept relative to
eye movement research because the information from which
readers can sample with each fixation is not neatly limited
to word boundaries.) As indicated in the comments offered
by eye movement researchers above, this phenomenon of not
fixating all words is common for older readers as well
(Paulson, 2000; Freeman, 2001).

However, in relation to

the first-grade beginning readers in this study, they are
fixating more frequently than older more proficient
readers.
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Regarding the use of pictures in reading, researchers
Samuels and Willows have conducted studies involving
pictures and print in which they came to the finding that
pictures in instructional materials for beginning readers
constituted a distraction. Willows (1978) states:
...although the adjunct pictures in children's early
readers are surely intended as an aid to reading, it is
clear from present research that for some individuals,
such pictures may seriously interfere with reading
performance. Indeed, children who are especially
susceptible to visual distraction in reading a situation
may actually be "reading failures" as a result of the
presence of adjunct pictures in their primers. Given this
possibility, perhaps on entering school, children should
be screened for susceptibility to distraction by pictures
and their primers should be assigned accordingly (p.846)
Samuels (1970) puts his argument thus:
The bulk of the research findings on the effect of
pictures on acquisition of sight-vocabulary was that
pictures interfere with learning to read (p. 405).
Later in the same article he proposes that an appropriate
practice for reading instruction would be...
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...to keep pictures out of the child's text and to give
the teacher an appropriate series of large and
colorful pictures for each story. The teacher might
show and discuss each pictuxre as she builds backgroxind
for the story. When the chil_dren actually read, the
pictures would be put away Cp. 405)
The fact that readers in thi_s study devoted
siobstantially more time fixating print than pictures
refutes the idea that pictures coonstitute a distraction to
readers.
Additionally, the fact that readers spent little time
(less than 2 seconds) viewing pic:tures prior to entering
print indicates that they were us:ing the pictures in
thoughtful and purposeful ways. T'hey had prior experiential
knowledge of where to look for la_nguage and pictures.
Readers' purposefulness was furth_er clarified by the
examination of picture to print transitions. Hegarty (1992)
points out that readers' eye move ment indicates brain
activity. She states that since the brain directs the eye
where to look next for meaningful information, the
transitioning of eye fixations from one medium (print) to
another (pictures) indicates that readers are integrating
information across media. This act of integrating
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information across media is what Leland and Harste(1994)
have termed transmediation.
The fact that readers in this study made decisions
regarding where they looked in the pictures and the points
at which they transitioned from pictures to print indicates
that their use of pictures was purposeful in nature and
that pictures were not merely a "distraction" as Willows
and Samuels have suggested. Instead, pictures were used to
confirm readers' constructions of meaning of the text.
Many of the same reading theorists cited above work
from a definition of reading that is word identification
(lexical access) based. Vellutino (1991) describes it in
this way:
... the research supports the following generalizations:
a)The most basic skill in learning to read is word
identification; b) an adequate degree of fluency in word
identification is a basic prerequisite to successful
reading comprehension; c) word identification in skilled
readers is a fast-acting, automatic and in effect modular
process that depends little on contextual information for
its execution;... (p.442)
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In the face of the findings of this study the word
identification model does little to explain the complexity
of what appears to be going on as readers read. The
definition of reading as a fast-acting, automatic and
modular process that does not depend on context for
execution implies that skilled readers fixate all words for
approximately equal amounts of time and produce oral
renderings accurately and automatically. By this
definition, if readers are to identify words, then there is
a basic assumption that they must fixate them before
identifying them or that if they do not fixate the word
then they will omit the word. Perhaps this explains the
reading theorists' misrepresentations of eye movement
researchers findings as outlined above.
Indeed, there are several places in this study where the
data does not support this notion of reading as automatic
accurate word recognition and makes it appear simplistic.
For example, in the examination of the word a with multiple
occurrences, readers frequently produced the word orally
without ever fixating the word. Moreover, in different
contexts readers engaged in extended fixations on the same
word prior to producing it orally. It was not because the
reader did not recognize the word a that s/he fixated it
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for extended periods of time. It was because the reader was
making a decision regarding the oral text that s/he was
constructing. In some cases the reader made a decision to
replace the word a with some other word such as the because
of syntactic influences in play within the published text
or the text that s/he was constructing and producing
orally.
Additionally, a model that defines reading as automatic
accurate word recognition implies that readers must fixate
every word in print in a serial fashion from left to right
in a forward motion only. This model does not account for
regressive eye fixations, movements from pictures to print,
and movements from print to pictures.
In this study 14% of readers' fixations were regressive
in nature.

Rayner (1981) states that regressive eye

movements account for 15-20% of all eye movements in
reading.
In this study 52% of readers regressive eye movements
represent regressions-within-sentences. When readers
regress within sentences they are working with linguistic
units that are larger than individual words.
Readers' regressions within sentences indicate that they
are examining and thinking about the positions that words
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occupy relative to each other. Because the brain directs
the eye where to fixate, there is evidence that the brain
is actively integrating information from the print that has
been fixated. The brain directs the eye where to go next to
get the information necessary to continue the transactive
process involved in the making of meaning. Word order
provides syntactic information to the reader. While readers
consider the graphophonic, syntactic and semantic features
that the printed text offers, they must do so in relation
to the meanings that they are constructing. In other words,
while the text provides constraints for the reader, the
reader's oral text as constructed thus far also provides
linguistic constraints that result in predictions regarding
the graphophonic, syntactic and semantic values of the
information sampled in siibsequent fixations. Additionally,
information from pictures provide constrains for the reader
in the decision making process of on-going meaning
construction.
Goodman (1967) calls reading a "psycholinguistic guessing
game" because readers are constantly engaged in making
predictions about the text based on constraints (the three
cueing systems) that the text offers in relation to the
silent or oral text that they are producing. Frequently the
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constraints that the reader's silent or oral text imposes
on the reader, results in unexpected responses. These are
what Goodman (1965) calls miscues. Readers' regressionswithin-sentences stand as one foinn of evidence that readers
are thinking and making predictions based on inferences
about syntactic, semantic and graphophonic features as they
read.
Summary
This concludes the data analysis focused on the first two
STibquestions related to eye movement that were:
What is the proportion of total fixation time on pictures
and print respectively for beginning readers?
How do first-grade beginning readers vary in their use of
pictures and print as they read?
The next chapter, CHAPTER 5, focuses on analyses
conducted to find answers to subquestions of a linguistic
nature.
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CHAPTER 5
LINGUISTIC SUBQUESTIONS
This study focuses on first-grade beginning readers'
use of pictures and print as they read a text commonly used
for instructional pujrposes. The oral reading with eye
movement data was the primary source of data. Three levels
of analysis were performed on the oral reading and eye
movement data; miscue analysis of the reading, eye movement
analysis of the reading, and eye movement/miscue analysis
(EMMA) of the reading.
In the last chapter, I discussed the eye movement
siibquestions. In this chapter, I discuss linguistic
sxibquestions.
Subquestion 3:
Do readers fixate content or function words more
frequently?
In order to answer the third subquestion, I performed
analyses on the data to determine the number and percentage
of fixations on content versus function words.
Content and Function Words: Fixations and Non-fixations
In examining language, linguists (Akmajian, Demers,
and Harnish, 1986) categorize words as content or function
words. Content words include nouns, adjectives, verbs and
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adverbs. These words are strong carriers of meaning.
Fxmction words clarify or make explicit relationships
between the content words.
Within eye movement research there are studies
(Hogaboam and McConkie, 1981; O'Regan, 1979; Just and
Carpenter, 1984, 1987; Paulson, 2000) that have shown that
readers fixate content and fiinction words in different
ways. Hogaboam and McConkie (1981) found that their readers
fixated 75% of content words and 30% of function words.
Paulson (2000) found that his readers fixated 79% of the
content words and 46% of the function words. Just and
Cairpenter (1984) found that 74% of content words were
fixated and 40% of function words were fixated.
For the purposes of this study I categorized the words
from the text into content and fiinction words by parts of
speech in the following way:
• Content words - nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs
• F\inction words - all the rest of the words (pronouns
were included in this category)
Linguists generally categorize pronouns as function
words. Within this study pronoiins were included in the
category of fixnction words based on the logic that their
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function was to take the place of a noun or determiner.
Miscue analysis research categorizes pronouns as content
words because within miscue analysis pronouns have been
shown to be meaning carriers (Goodman and Gesspass, 1983).
Since none of the readers produced miscues that involved
pronoxins, the categorizing of pronouns as function words
did not prove important for miscue analysis purposes in
this study.
Within the complete text there were a total of 55
words. Of these 55 words, 22 (40% of all words in the
story) were function words and 33 (60% of all words in the
story) were function words. In examining fixations on
function versus content words, I determined which words had
or had not been fixated. I then sorted the fixated and nonfixated words into the categories of function and content
words. In order to determine the percentage of content
words fixated or not fixated, I divided the number of
content words fixated or not fixated by the total number of
content words (33 words) in the story. In order to
determine the percentage of function words fixated or not
fixated, I divided the number of function words fixated or
not fixated by the total number of function words (22
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words) in the story. Table 5.1 displays the data in the
form of numbers and percentages.
TcLble 5.1

Content and Fxinction Words Fixated and Not
Fixated (Number/Percentage)
Cory

Reader

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

'bilingual
reader

Content words
fixated
Content words
not fixated
Function
words fixated
Function
words not
fixated

Mac

Rasliaun

•bilingual
reader

Average for
All Readers

33/100%

29/89%

Tll%2%

33/100%

32/91%

31/94%

31/94%

0/0%

4/11%

6/18%

0/0%

1/3%

2/6%

2/6%

11m%

\4m%

13/59%

\im%

18/82%

6/27%

U/€A%

5/23%

8/36%

9/41%

5/23%

4/18%

16/73%

8/36%

Within this study the fixation rates on content versus
fujiction words varies across readers. Cory and Kimberly
fixate 100% of the 33 content words and 77% (17 words) of
the 22 function words in the story. Esmeralda fixates 89%
(29 words) of the 3 3 content words and 64% (14 words) of
the 22 function words in the story. Javier fixates 82% (27
words) of the 33 content words and 59% (13 words) of the 22
function words. Mac fixates 97% (32 words) of the 33
content words and 82% (18 words) of the 22 function words.
Rashaiin fixates 94% (31 words) of the 33 content words and
27% (6 words) of the 33 fiinction words.
The pattern that emerges shows that all the beginning
readers in this study fixate content words (94% of content
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words were fixated) more frequently than function words
(64% of fixnction words were fixated).
The pattern of higher numbers of fixations on content
versus fimction words fits with existing eye movement
research (Rayner, 1981; Hogaboam and McConkie, 1981;
O'Regan, 1979; Just and Carpenter, 1984, 1987; Paulson,
2000). More proficient readers show a higher fixation rate
on content words than fun.ction words. Compared with these
studies there are also differences because readers in this
study showed comparatively higher fixation rates across
both content and function words. Table 5.2 displays
fixation rates on content versus f\inction words across four
studies. Fixation rates amongst
Table 5.2

Content vs Function Words Fixated; Data from
Various Studies

Study

Hogaboam &
McConkie (1981)
Just & Carpenter
(1984)
Paulson (2000)
Duckett
(2001)

Content words
fixated

Function words
flxated

75%

30%

74%

40%

79%

46%

94%

64%
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Hogaboam Sc McConkie, Just & Carpenter, and Paulson's
studies show similar fixation rates on content versus
fiinction words for proficient readers. Although first-grade
beginning readers in this study show similar higher
fixation rates on content than fiinction words, their
fixation rates in both categories are higher than those of
proficient readers in the other studies. (Except Rashaim,
who showed a comparably low fixation rate on function
words.) The yoxanger readers in. this study show that they
need to fixate more frequently because they are less
confident and because in each fixation fewer letters are
available in the foveal field due to the large print size.
Findings for Subquestion 3
Do readers fixate content or function words more
frequently?
In relation to the third subquestion, the data
analyses yielded the findings that first-grade beginning
readers:
• Were more likely to fixate content words than function
words. (On average for all readers 94% of content
words were fixated and 64% of function words were
fixated.)
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• Had higher fixation percentages of content and
fxinction words than shown in the research literature
on older more proficient readers.
Interpretation
The findings of this study regarding readers' fixation of
content versus function words is harmonious with existing
eye movement research (Rayner, 1981; Hogaboam & McConkie,
1981; O'Regan, 1979; Just & Carpenter, 1984, 1987; Paulson,
2000)because the readers in this study demonstrated a
higher percentage of fixation on content words than on
function words.
The fact that readers in this study show higher
percentages of fixations on both the fiinction word and
content word categories may be a fiinction of their
developing ijjiderstanding of the reading process. While
their reading demonstrates that they have developed a
understanding that content words carry more semantic
information than function words, their ability to predict
and selectively sample content and function words is not as
efficient as older more proficient readers.
Within the readers in this study the varying percentage
of fixation rates on content and function words are
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reflective of readers' confidence to predict meaning and
the associated linguistic structures within the stoiry.
Javier has developed a sense of prediction in relation to
content words and is confident enough in his predictions
that he fixates 82% (27 v/ords) of the 33 content words.
Rashaun has developed a strong degree of confidence in his
ability to predict fxanction words such that he fixates 27%
(6 words) of the 22 function words. Cory and Kiraberly
fixate 100% of the content words demonstrating their
understanding of the value of content words as meaning
carriers. The fact that they fixate 77% of the function
words demonstrates their confidence in the prediction of
function words. Esmeralda, Javier, Mac, and Rashaoon
demonstrate varying degrees of confidence in predicting
both content and fiinction words as is evidenced by their
varying degrees of fixations in both categories.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, a word recognition
model of reading does not account for the fact that readers
do not fixate a particular class of words in the text. By
definition, in order to recognize a word readers have to
look at (fixate) it.
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A word recognition model of reading would demand that
readers omit words from their oral reading that they do not
fixate. However this does not happen as readers read.
The data from this study supports Goodman's model of
reading because it shows that readers use the three cueing
systems (syntactic, semantic, and graphophonic) to make
predictions about the text. The reader's text and the
printed text create constraints that allow readers to
predict with a high degree of certitude that meanings,
syntactic structures or specific words are coming up and
they produce the oral rendering of what they predict
without fixating all words. The constraints of the printed
text and the reader's text conjoin making the sampling
(fixating) of such highly constrained textual features
unnecessary.
Siibquestion 4:
Is there a relationship between picture use and fiinction
versus content words?
In order to answer the fourth subquestion, I performed
analyses on the data to determine the transitions from
print to pictures for content and function words for
purposes of comparison.
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Print to Picture Transitions
After I examined the question of fixations and nonfixations on function versus content words, I examined the
points of transition from print to pictures in order to
determine what were the number and representative
percentage of transitions from print into pictures from
function versus content words. These tabulations and
calculations appear in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3

Reader

Content vs Fiincticn Words; Transitions from
Print to Pictures
Total Number of
Print to Picture
Transitions

Number and % of
Transitions to Pictures
From Print at Content
Word

Number and % of
Transitions to Pictures From
Print at Function Word

Cory

22

20/91%

02 / 9%

Esmeralda

56

47 / 84%

09/16%

Javier

33

30/91%

03 / 9%

Kimberly

32

28 / 85%

05/15%

Mac

54

51/94%

03 / 6%

16

16/100%

00 / 0%

32.16/91%

3.66 / 9%

•bilingual reader

*bilinEual reader

Rashaun
Average for
All Readers

35.5

Number / Percentage
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Overall 91% of all transitions to pictures were from
content v/ords showing that readers know that pictures
provide information about content words. Use of pictures
varied from 16 transitions by Rashaun to 56 transitions by
Esmeralda. Transitions from function words to pictures
ranged from 0% to 16% of all print to picture transitions.
Readers who had the lowest number of print to picture
transitions also had the lowest percentages of transitions
from function words.
Picture Transitions at Content Words
After finding that readers were showing a marked
preference for transitioning from print to pictures at
content words, I examined points in the text where readers
foiind themselves struggling to figure out how content words
were being used in the text. Eye fixation data and miscue
analysis data indicated that the most salient point where
readers encountered such difficulty was on page three on
the clause, counting- on a calculator.
In this section of the dissertation, you need to keep in
mind that I am not expecting you to follow the fixation
sequences in each figure unless I specifically offer the
fixation numbers. In some of the figures the fixation
sequence becomes a sea of fixation dots and numbers within
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which the fixation dots and nutnbers become impossible to
see. I am offering these figures to illustrate the
complexity of readers' sampling process. I am not expecting
you to find the fixation sequence in the figure.
In Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 Cory, Javier and Rashaun
provide examples of picture use around the clause, countingon a calculator. In all three instances it is possible to
see that transitions from the content words counting and
calculator are concentrated on the hands of the alligator
or the calculator.
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Figure 5.1. Cory' s treuisitions to pictures on Page 3.

Figure 5.1 slhows Cory's fixations on Page 3 of the
text. Cory does n^ot transition to pictures from any of the
function words. A-lthough I am not expecting you to follow
the exact fixatiom sequence, if one follows the lines
between fixations on the words counting and calculator to
the pictures you •can see that the majority of the fixations
are concentrated oon the alligator's hands and the
calculator. The woord counting' is a verb. Verbs denote
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action or a state of being. In transitioning from the print
to the picture Co2ry selected one of the areas of the image
where action is most likely to occur, namely the hands the
alligator. Notice the line leaving the word

Figure 5.2. Javier's treUisitions to pictures on Page 3.
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ca.lcula.tzor (While fixation 327 is not easy to see in the
accumulation of fixation dots, it is located near the end
of the word calculator.) which then transitions to the
picture where the next three fixations are on the
alligator's left hand and the calculator.
Figure 5.2 shows Javier's fixations on Page 3. Again, I
am not expecting you to follow the exact fixation sequence
using the fixation numbers. Instead, I am using the figure
to show that Javier's picture fixations are divided between
two areas; the alligator's belly or the alligator's hands
and the calculator. Since alligators are ferocious beasts
that eat little girls, perhaps Javier is anticipating that
the content word counting- is somehow related to the
alligator's swollen belly. However, in the end the
information from his fixations on the alligator's hands and
the calculator proves more informative for Javier and he
says holding for counting.
Figure 5.3 shows Rashaim's fixations on Page 3. Again, I
am not expecting you to follow the fixation sequence by
following the fixation numbers. Instead, I am using the
figure to illustrate a variety of issues. Rashaun does not
transition to the picture from any of the function words.
He does transition from the print to the picture at the
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words alligator and calculator. In working on the word
alligator, Rashaixn makes two transitions to the picture. In
the first transition from the word alligator he fixates the
alligator's his belly (50), the index finger of the
alligator's right hand (51) and the calculator (52). Next
he fixates the white area just below the word calculator
(53). He then returns to the print and fixates tfcie word
alligator three times before transitioning for the second
time to the picture where he fixates the alligator's right
leg (57).
In the case of the word calculator Rashaun loolcs at the
calculator for two fixations (77 and 78) moves hi-S eyes to
the white area near the border of the page (79) and then
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itor
70
•953

47

Figure 5.3. Rashatin's transitions to pictures on Page 3.

refixates calculator (80) before transitioning to the
picture where he fixates the alligator's belly (81), the
top end of the calculator (82) and the top of the girl's
head (83). In a later fixation sequence he moves from the
word calculator (fixations 92-97) back to the picture where
he fixates the girl's sweater (98) and her bangs (99)
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before moving his eyes to the calculator for two fixations
(100, 101).
While the three examples offered above provide a
relatively clear understanding of the connections between
the content words and picture sampling, the connections
between content words and major picture components can be
much more complex. Mac provides such a complex example of
connections between content words and picture sampling in
Figure 5.4. Again, I am not expecting you to follow the
fixation sequence. While it is possible to see that there
are concentrations of fixations on print, the connections
to fixations in pictures are not always direct, simple or
clear. The processes that readers use in sampling pictures
when transitioning from content words varies from reader to
reader. It is a complex process that merits further
examination.
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Findings for Siibquestion 4
Is there a relationship between picture use and
function versus content words?
In relation to the fourth siibquestion, the data
analyses yielded the findings that first-grade beginning
readers:
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• More frequently transition from print to pictures at
content words than function words. (On average
readers, 91% of all transitions from print to pictures
were from content words to pictures and 9% of all
transitions were from function words.)
• Frequently fixate elements of the picture that are
directly related to the content word being fixated in
the print.
• Vary in how they fixate pictures when transitioning
from content words.
Interpretation
The fact that readers overwhelmingly transition from
print to pictures from content words demonstrates that they
are aware that content words are more likely to be
represented in pictures than f\inction words. Readers'
preference for transitions to pictures from content words
to pictures demonstrates that they are using pictures and
print methodically and in purposeful ways to build meaning
in the same way they know how to fixate on function or
content words. They know v/here the information is most rich
and are selective in how they use it.
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The fact that they move to elements of the picture that
are directly related to the content word being examined in
the print is evidence that they have knowledge about where
to look in the picture and which elements of the picture
are most informative to their process of building meaning.
As was discussed in the previous chapter eye fixations
across media are a sign that the brain is actively
integrating media. Samuels (1967) and Willows (1978a) have
suggested that pictures constitute a distraction. However,
if pictures are distractors then no pattern regarding
picture use relative to content versus function words would
emerge. Because readers' transitions to pictures from print
occurred 91% of the time from content words and 9% of the
time from function words, there is strong evidence that the
readers in this study have a clear strategy for how to use
pictures and print in relational ways as they read. Their
use of pictures is not random. The pictures do not
constitute a distraction. Instead pictures represent one of
the multiple resources from which readers can sample as
they transmediate pictures and print to experience the
single seamless tale (Scieszka, 1998) in the two media that
picture books by definition offer readers.
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Summary
This concludes the data analysis focused on linguistic
subquestions. The next chapter, CHAPTER 6 focuses on
analyses conducted to find answers to sxibquestions
involving eye movements and miscue analysis (EMMA).
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CHAPTER 6
EYE MOVEMENT AND MISCUE ANALYSIS SUBQUESTIONS
In the last chapter, I discussed the analysis and
findings of this study relative to linguistic subquestions.
In this chapter, I discuss the analysis and findings of
this study relative to the EMMA (eye movement and miscue
analysis) subquestions. The three remaining subquestions
that are related to eye movements around miscues (EMMA
questions) are: What is the relation between the pattern of
miscues and the print and picture sampling? How do oral
repetitions relate to eye movement regressions and picture
sampling? How do oral pauses and extended fixations relate?
Prior to discussing the data analyses relative to
these questions, I provide information about miscue
analysis as one of the tools for the analysis.
Miscue Analysis
Miscue analysis is a tool, developed by Ken Goodman in
the early 1960s, that is used to investigate why readers
produce unexpected oral responses that deviate from the
expected response relative to a printed text. Goodman,
Watson and Burke (1987) explain that because miscues
represent the "degree to which readers use graphic
(including phonics), syntactic, and semantic/pragmatic
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language systems," it provides interested investigators
with a "window on the reading process."
From miscue analysis research Goodman developed his
transactional socio-psycholinguistic model of reading in
which reading is viewed as "a process in which three types
of information (graphophonic, syntax, and semantics) are
dealt with in an integrated way through the process of
sampling, predicting, confirroing and correcting with the
primary aim of getting to meaning." Pragmatics, information
that a reader brings to the reading event, also has a role
to play in conjxmction with these three aforementioned
cueing systems.
Miscue analysis involves both qualitative and
quantitative analysis. Qualitatively miscue analysis
examines why readers produce miscues as they read, while
simultaneously considering the linguistic and pragmatic
knowledge that readers bring to the text they are reading.
Quantitatively miscue analysis examines how frequently a
particular reader's miscue phenomenon occur within a given
reading in an attempt to understand the reader's
effectiveness and efficiency when reading the selected
text.
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Four procedures are outlined in the Reading
Miscue Inventory (Goodman, Watson and Burke, 1987).
Procedure I is generally used for research purposes.
Therefore, I employed Procedure I for the puirposes of this
study. Miscue Analysis Procedure I (Goodman, Watson, &
Burke, 1987) examines each miscue for the purpose of
exploring meaning change, syntactic and semantic
acceptability, and graphic and soiand sim.ilarity. Since the
statistics that emerged from the miscue analysis were not
directly used in the answering of the STibquestions, they
are not included here. However, they are included in
Appendix D.
Sxibquestion 5:
What is the relation between the
pattern of miscues and the print and picture sampling?
In order to answer the fifth siibquestion, I examined
readers' miscue and eye fixations aroiind those miscues. I
also examined fixations and miscues in an attempt to
discover more about the correction processes.
Miscues and Picture Sampling
First, I wanted to find out what percentage of miscues
involved fixations on pictures (picture sampling) prior to
miscue production. I identified all of the miscues
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(Appendix E) and examined the data to see if there was
picture sampling prior to miscue production.
Table 6.1 displays the data for the number and
percentage of readers' miscues that were preceded bypicture sampling.
TcdDle 6.1

Reader

Miscues With and Without Picture Sampling Prior
to Miscue (Niimber/Percentacre)
Cory

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

•bilingual
reader

Miscues with
picture
sampling prior
Miscues without
picture sampling
prior

Mac

Rashaun

Average
for All
Readers

'bilingual
reader

3 / 75%

7/100%

7 / 88%

15/88%

8 / 80%

6 / 86%

7.7 / 86%

1 / 25%

0 / 0%

1 / 12%

2 / 12%

2/20%

1 / 14%

1.2/14%

Table 6.1 shows that while there is variation amongst
readers in picture use prior to miscue production, on
average readers sample from pictures 86% (with a range of
75% to 100% for each reader) of the time prior to producing
a miscue.
Omissions
Having examined picture sampling around miscues in
general, I began thinking about Kimberly's high number of
omissions and how they were reflective of her risk-taking
in reading for someone whom she didn't know well. Having
examined picture sampling relative to I wondered if picture
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sampling prior to omissionsi might yield different
percentages than those for all miscue types combined. I
deteirmined that omissions cromprised 42% of all miscues
produced by the readers in this study. Table 6.2 represents
the number and percentage o-f omissions that were and were
not preceded by picture samiplings for all readers.
Table 6.2

Reader

Omissions With, atjid Without Picture Sampling
Prior to Miscue (Number/Percentage)

Cory

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

'bilingual
reader

Omissions
with
picture
sampling
prior
Omissions
without
picture
sampling
prior

Mac

Rashaun

Average
for All
Readers

•bilingual
reader

0 / na

5 / 100%

1 / 100"%

14 / 88%

0 / na

0 / na

20/91%

0 /na

0 / 0%

0 / 0%

2 / 12%

0 / na

0 / na

2/9%

While the table shows tthat there are three readers who
did not make any omissions, for those that did the overall
average of omissions for allL readers preceded by a picture
sampling was 91% while the g)ercentage of omissions without
a preceding picture sampling- was 9%. These numbers
indicated that readers were using pictures in making
decisions about the omissions that they produced in their
oral readings.
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Fixation Durations Prior to Miscues
Paulson (2000) foxind that oral reading miscues are not
caused by faulty eye movements like not fixating the word
or not fixating the word for a long enough period of time.
He found that readers fixated the miscued word for periods
of time well beyond their average fixation time. Like
Paulson, I also examined eye fixations and duration times
aroTind all of the miscues that my readers produced while
reading this story to see if my readers exhibited similar
behaviors.
Javier offers an example of what the data revealed
about how much time readers spent fixating a word before
producing a miscue. Javier's average fixation time is .71
seconds for the complete story. Figure 6.1 shows Javier's
fixations on the word counting- as numerals in seconds and
variable sized dots. The figure is being used to illustrate
Javier's fixation time, not the sequence of his fixations.
Javier spends (5.22 seconds) more than his average fixation
time (.71 seconds) in looking at the word counting- before
producing the miscue holding. This miscue is syntactically
acceptable, semantically acceptable and results in a
partial change of meaning. (Miscue markings are provided in
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the lower left hand comer of Figure 6.1) The fixation
durations shown in this figure

fv

>

\

W W

l i

I saw an alligator
on a calculator
3

3001

I saw an alligator
UC

holding

/48 sec

3002^^[co^Sm^n a calculator.

Figure 6.1. Javier's fixation durations before saying
holding- for counting.
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represent only the last fixation sequence on counting- just
prior to saying holding-. The fixations included in this
figure are limited to those that illustrate the point that
I am trying to make. He had additional fixations that
totaled 25.73 seconds on the word counting prior to
producing his miscue. I might add that his siibstitution
miscue, holding, not only preserves the syntactic value of
the word in the sentence but it is stronger semantically
because it makes more sense than counting in this
particular context. In American English people never engage
in the act of "coiinting on a calculator" that the text
suggests.
Table 6.3 represents a tabulation of all readers'
miscues and occasions when they fixated the miscued word
for more or less time than their average fixation duration
prior to the miscue.
Table 6.3 shows that in 94% of the instances when
readers miscued they fixated the word miscued well beyond
their personal average fixation time. In 6% of the
instances they fixated the word for a period of time
less than their average fixation time or they had not
fixated the word at all.
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Tcdsle 6.3

Reader

Miscues Fixated for Durations Greater or Less
Than Readers' Average Fixation Time (Ntunber/
Percentage)

Cory

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

•bilingual
reader

Less than
average
duration
Greater
than
average
duration
Total
number of
miscues

Mac

Rashaun

•bilingual
reader

Average
for AU
Readers

0/0%

2 / 29%

0/0%

1/6%

0/0%

0 / 0%

0.5 / 6%

4 / 100%

5/71%

8 / 100%

16 / 94%

10 / 100%

7 / 100%

8 / 94%

4

7

8

17

10

7

53

I examined the fixation duration times on miscued
words prior to miscues for all 53 miscues by all readers.
Of these fifty-three miscues on only three occasions did
readers not fixate the word at all or less than their
average fixation time prior to producing the miscue. These
three instances were when Esmeralda says three for two (See
Figure 6.2 for miscue markings) on page four of the story
and doesn't

© three

4001

I saw (two elephants
19 sec.

/is sec.

4002 ^wearing red and yellow^pants.

Figure 6.2. Esmeralda sxibstitutes three for two.
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fixate two at all prior to the miscue (Her miscue is
syntactica3.1y and semantically acceptable and results in a
partial change of meaning), when Kimberly with an average
fixation duration of .39 seconds omits in (See Figure 6.3
for miscue markings) on page five as part of a deliberate
complex omission miscue in which she omits feeding people
in the zoo and fixates

20 sec.

5001

I saw a kangaroo
people 7in jfthe Y zoo

Figure 6.3. Kimberly's deliberate omission of in.

the word in for only .21 seconds prior to the omission
miscue (Her miscue is syntactically unacceptable). Finally
Esmeralda omits brown (See Figure 6.4 for miscue markings)
as part of a non-deliberate complex omission miscue when
she omits big brown on page six without fixating the word
at all prior to producing the miscue (Her miscue is
syntactically and semantically acceptable and results in a
partial change of meaning).
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6001
6002

saw a

bear

sitting in a rocking chair.

Ficpire 6.4. Esmeralda's non-deliberate omission of big
brown.

Corrections
Having discovered that readers sampled more than their
average amount of time from print prior to miscues 94% of
the time, that readers sampled from pictures at least 87%
of the time prior to miscue production, and that 81% of all
miscues produced by all readers were considered high
quality miscues, I examined post miscue fixations around
miscues that were corrected. I wanted to know what
percentage of corrected miscues involved words refixated
after the miscue was produced. First I tabulated the number
of miscues that were corrected. They totaled twenty. I then
examined each reader's corrected miscue to see if the
miscued word was refixated after miscue production. Table
6.4 shows that all readers used the strategy in 100% of the
cases where miscues were corrected.
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Tcible 6.4

Reader

Miscued Words Refixated Prior to Correction
(Nvimber/Percentage)

Cory

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

•bilingual
reader

Miscued
words
refixated
prior to
correction
Miscued
words not
refixated
prior to
correction
Corrected
Miscues

Mac

Rashaun

•bilingual
reader

AU
Readers

3 / 100%

4/ 100%

2 / 100%

3 / 100%

6 / 100%

2 / 100%

20 / 100%

0 / 0%

0 / 0%

0 / 0%

0 / 0%

0 / 0%

0/0%

0 / 0%

3

4

2

3

6

2

20

From the resulting percentages, it was apparent that
refixation of miscued words played a major role in
supporting readers in the correction process. I examined
the process of correction more deeply.
I considered other resources available to the reader
that might be involved in the correction process. Since
refixating implied a going back to the miscued word, I
began to think about "going back" but on a wider scale than
just the word miscued. I decided to examine the incidence
of regressions and transitions to pictures between the time
that the miscue occurred and the time the miscue was
corrected.
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Table 6.5 represents the resources used by each reader
between the point of miscue production and the point of
correction. This table shows
Table 6.5
Resource
used
between
miscue
and
correction

Corrected
Miscue #1
Corrected
Miscue #2
Corrected
Miscue #3
Corrected
Miscue #4
Corrected
Miscue #5
Corrected
Miscue #6

Resources Used Between Miscue cuid Correction
Cory

Esmeralda

Javier

Kimberly

•bilingual
reader

Mac

Rashaun

•bilingual
reader

wrf-r

wrf-pt

wrf-r

wrf-pt-r

wrf-pt-r

wrf-pt

wrf-r

wrf-pt

wrf-pt

wrf-r

wrf-pt-r

wrf-pt

wrf-r

wrf-r-pt

X

wrf-pt

wrf-pt

X

X

wrf-r-pt

X

X

wrf-pt-r

X

X

X

X

X

wrf-pt-r

X

X

X

X

X

wrf-pt-r

X

(HRF) Word Refixated

(FT)Picture Transltloii

(R)Regression witbin sentence

that not all readers used the same combination of resources
to correct miscues.
Note that in all cases word-refixations involved
regressions-within-sentences rather than regressions within
words (See Chapter 4 for definition of terms). For a word
refixation to include a regression-within word, the reader
would have to produce the miscue while fixating that word,
realize that s/he was producing a miscue, and then engage
in a regressive eye movement within the word.
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This scenario did not happen with any of the readers
while correcting miscues. Because of eye-voice span (the
concept that the eye's fixations are ahead of the oral text
that the reader is producing) the miscue production
occurred while the eye was not fixating the word. Instead
the eye was generally fixating in the picture or an area of
print beyond or prior to the word on which the miscue
occurred.
As Table 6.5 shows that in 100% of the cases where
miscues were corrected, the miscued word was refixated.
However, readers did not rely on word-refixation alone.
They also used a combination of picture transitions or
regressions within sentences as they used problem-solving
strategies for correcting their miscues. Picture
transitions or regressions-within-sentences occurred 100%
of the time between the point at which the reader produced
the miscue and the point at which the reader corrected the
miscue.
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two elephants
and yellow pants

4001

I saw two elephants
© weh-ningS

4002 C wearing red and yellow pants.

Ficrure 6.5. Mac's correction of $wehning for wearing on
Page 4 (fixations euid miscue markings).

In Figure 6.5 Mac offers an example of this phenomenon
as he goes about the process of correcting his miscue of
$wehning for wearing. (His miscue is syntacticallyacceptable, semantically unacceptable and results in a
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change of meaning.) The excerpt from Mac's fixation
sequence begins at fixation number 507, near -±ng in the
word wearing-. At fixation number 509 (in the word saw) Mac
says a non-word that sounds like wehnlng. As he says this
non-word he moves his eye toward the word wearing and
refixates it near the end (fixation number 511). From there
he moves up to the word two (fixation number 512) and from
there transitions into the picture at fixation number 513
near the waist of the elephant's red pants. He continues
his sampling of the picture at fixation number 518, and
finally corrects the miscue by saying wearing.
Findings for Subquestion 5
What is the relation between the pattern of miscues
and the print and picture sampling?
In relation to the fifth subquestion, the data
analyses yielded the findings that first-grade beginning
readers:
• Engaged in picture sampling prior to producing a
miscue 86% of the time.
• Engaged in picture sampling prior to omissions 91% of
the time.
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• Fixated miscued words well beyond their personal
average fixation duration prior to producing a miscue
94% of the time.
• In cases where miscues were corrected, engaged in post
miscue fixations on the miscued word 100% of the time.
• In cases where miscues were corrected, engaged in
regression-within-sentence eye movements or
transitioned to pictures 100% of the time.
Interpretation
The fact that readers sampled pictures prior to
producing miscues 86% of the time and 91% of the time
when producing omissions, again, adds evidence to the
case that readers are using pictures in methodical and
purposeful ways to make decisions about the oral texts
that they are producing. When coupled with the evidence
that readers in this study paired picture sampling and
regressions-within-sentences with refixations on miscued
words in order to correct, the idea that pictures are
distractions does not fit with the data.
Goodman, Watson and Burke (1996) state that...
...readers confirm their inferences and predictions by
continuing to read when they decide there is little or
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no disruption to their comprehending and their
construction of meaning. On the other hand, readers
often disconfirm when they realize: This doesn't make
sense. When this happens readers consider rereading a
portion of the text to sample additional semantic/
pragmatic cues (also syntactic and graphophonic),
confirm inferences, make new or additional predictions
and integrate their new understandings with
established meanings (p. 76)
Readers' use of pictures and print in this study
siibstantiate the above statement. Refixations of the word
miscued, transitions through pictures and regressionswithin-sentences are all involved in sampling of
additional information. Because the refixation of the
word miscued is always paired with picture sampling or
regressions-within-sentences indicates that readers are
using at least two information sources simultaneously in
the process of correction. The use of two information
sources provides a means of cross-checking. This cross
checking shows that the reader is confirming some
comprehension breakdown or is making new predictions.
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Subquestion 6:
How do oral repetitions relate to eye movement regressions
and picture sampling?
Oral Repetitions
In order to answer siibquestion number six, I examined
all instances of oral repetitions for patterns involving
regressive eye movements and picture sampling. Oral
repetitions are defined here as the reader's oral repeating
of a portion of a text. First I created a table in which
all oral repetitions (repetitions involving miscue
corrections are indicated in Table 6.7 by the ® symbol)
were listed by reader and examined the data to see whether
or not regressive eye movements and/or picture sampling
occurred between repetitions by the reader. This table
appears as Table 6 .

6 .
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TcUsle 6.6

Regressions and Picture Sampling During Oral
Repetitions

Page

Reader

Oral
Repetition

Regressions Prior to Oral
Repetition

Picture Sampling Prior
to Oral Repetition

2

Esmeralda

/

N/A

Ptw?

Counting
I saw

Rws
Rws,rws

Ptwb
Ptwb, ptwp, ptwb, ptwp

I saw an
alligator
I saw

Rww, rww, rws, rww, rws,
rww, rws, rws, rws, rws, rws
Rws, rww, rww, rww, rws, rw?,
rww, rws, rws, rws, rws
Rws
Rws
Rws, rww, rww, rww, rww,
rww, rws, rws
Rws, rws, rww, rww, rws, rws,
rws, rws
Rws

Ptwb, ptwp, ptwp, ptsw,
ptwb
Ptsw, prsw

Ptwb, ptwb, ptsw, ptwb,
ptwp
ptsw

Rww
Rws, rws, rww.

N/A
Ptwb, ptsw

•bilingual reader

3
3

Cory
Esmeralda
•bilingual reader

3

Kimberly

3

Mac

4
4
5

Cory
Rashaun
Mac •bilingual

•bilingual reader

reader

6

Esmeralda
•bilingual reader

6

Kimberly

6
8

Javier
Kimberly

Two
/

I saw a
kangaroo©
I saw a...
bear©
In..rocking
chair©
In
On a line©

Rws- regression within sentence
Rww- regression within word

Ptwb
N/A
Ptsw, ptwp, ptsw

Ptwp - picture to word prior
Ptsw- picture to same word
Ptwb- picture to word beyond
Ptw7- picture to word unknown

Table 6.6 shows that on page 2, Esmeralda has an oral
repetition of the word I that does not involve a regression
prior to the oral repetition but does involve a Ptw?
(picture to word unknown) picture sampling prior to the
oral repetition.
From Table 6.6 it is possible to see that, in most
instances, readers engage in a combination of regressive
eye movements and picture sampling between their oral
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repetitions. However, both behaviors are not always in
evidence during oral repetitions. For example. Table 6.6
shows that Esmeralda when producing an oral repetition on
page 2 engages in picture sampling but not regressive eye
movements.

Likewise, Rashaiin on page 4 and Javier on page

5 engage in regressive eye movements but not picture
sampling when producing their oral repetitions.
Figure 6 . 6 shows Cory's picture sampling during the
oral repetition of the word counting- on page 3 of the
story. This excerpt from Cory's fixation sequence begins
with fixation number 317 and ends with fixation number 322.
Notice that Cory first says counting aroiind fixation number
317 (but not entirely simultaneously to it) , continues to
sample from the word in print, moves to the picture at
fixation number 320, moves to fixation 321 in the picture
and then exits the picture and returns to print at fixation
number 322, around which time (but not simultaneously) he
repeats the word counting orally. Not all of his fixations
on this page are displayed- Only those fixations that are
relevant to the point I am making are included in the
figure.
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I saw an aliiqaror
on a coituiator.

3001

I saw an alligator
uncaleer

3002 ^ COimtlng on

calculator.

+ "l don't know what that word says." Aimostimmediaiely says,'counting."

Figure 6.6. Cory's oral repetition of counting' (fixations
and miscue markings).

Figure 6.7 shows Cory engaged in a regression within the
sentence and a picture sampling during his oral production
of the repetition on the word two. This excerpt from Cory's
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fixation sequence on thi s page begin with fixation number
344 on the word I and en.ds with fixation number 353 on. the
elephant's red pants. At fixation number 347, (near and
below the beginning of the word elephant) Cory says two for
the first time. Then he transitions into the picture for a
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^sow ^^l^iephants
*"^ 346^ 347

wea^§ red and yellow pants
352

4

4001

I sawLjwa elephants

4002

wea / ring red and yellow pants.

Figure 6.7. Cory's oral repetition of two (picture sampling
and regressive eye fixations and miscue
markings).

series of two fixations on the elephants, returning to
print at fixation number 350 between two and elephaxits. His
next fixation is regressive in nature as he moves back
toward the beginning
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1 saw a big brown bear
%^ii9gL in a rocking chair.
6

6001

I saw a big(;^ow^^ bear

6002

sitting \iii a rocking chair.

Ficrure 6.8. Javier's repetition of the word in (fixations
and miscue markings).

of the sentence and fixates the word two, followed by
another fixation (352) that involves downward movement to
an area just under the word wearing- and his next fixation
back in the picture at fixation number 353. It is at this
time that he says the word two again.
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Figure 6 . 8 shows Javier's eye fixations involving
regressive eye movements during the oral repetition of the
word in. Only those fixations that illustrate the point I
am making are included in the figure. This excerpt from his
fixation sequence on this page begins with fixation number
261 and ends at fixation number 262. Aro\ind the time he
arrives at fixation number 261 (but not simultaneously)
Cory says the words sitting in for the first time, moves
forward to fixation number 262 and then regresses to
fixation number 263, aroiind which time (but not
simultaneously) he says the words in a followed by a brief
pause of approximately 5 seconds and his oral production of
rocking- chair. While only three fixations were involved
between the time he said sitting in for the first time and
his oral repetition, there were over five seconds involved.
Figure 6.9 shows the same set of fixations represented in
variable size dots with their corresponding fixation
durations as number representing seconds.
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I saw a big brown bear
a rocking chair.

6001

I saw a big<^Jrowi^ bear

6002

sitting \in a rocking chair.

Figure 6.9. Javier's repetition of in (represented as
duration in seconds and as miscue markings).

Of the twelve instances of oral repetitions, 75% or
nine of twelve oral repetitions involved a combination of
picture sampling and regressive eye movements. Of the
twelve instances of oral repetitions, 83% or ten of the
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twelve oral repetitions involved picture sampling. Of the
twelve instances of oral repetitions, 92% or eleven of the
twelve oral repetitions involved regressive eye movements.
However, of the twelve instances of oral repetitions, 100%
involved either picture sampling, regressive eye movements
or a combination of the two.
Findings for siibquestion 6
How do oral repetitions relate to eye movement
regressions and picture sampling?
In relation to the sixth subquestion, the data
analysis yielded the finding that first-grade beginning
readers:
• Engaged in regressive eye movements (either within
word or within sentence) or picture sampling prior to
oral repetitions.
Inteirpretation
The data analysis reveals that when oral repetitions
occur, whether they are independent of or part of the
correction process, readers engage in regressive eye
movements or picture sampling. In both cases, readers are
potentially re-examining pictures or print. If they make
regressive eye movements in print, they are re-examining
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aspects of print in relation to their predictions about the
oral text that they are producing. If they transition to
pictures from print, they are sampling pictorial
information relative to the oral text that they are
producing. The findings from this analysis stand as further
evidence that the readers in this study are using pictures
in methodical and purposeful ways relative to print and the
oral text that they are producing as they read. Likewise,
the regressive eye movements stand as evidence that readers
are reconsidering syntactic, semantic and graphophonic
information in relation to the oral text that they are
producing as they read. The instances where readers engage
in both regressive eye movements and picture sampling,
further demonstrate the integration and cross-checking that
are directed by the brain as they transmediate (Leland &
Harste, 1994) pictures and print relative to the oral text
that they are producing.
Subquestion 7:
How do oral pauses and extended fixations relate?
For the purposes of this study oral pauses are defined
as occasions in which the reader stops producing an oral
text for a period of 5 seconds or longer. The five seconds
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are not mechanically timed but counted in my head during
relistening of the reader's audiotapes.
In order to answer subc[uestion seven, I examined
extended pauses, extended fixations, and the number and
type of fixations during oral pauses.
Oral Pauses
In much the same way that I answered subquestion six,
I began by creating a table that allowed me to examine all
instances of extended pauses by reader, time, location, the
numbers of the fixations involved and the categories of eye
fixation sequences between pictures and print. This
information appears in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7

Oral Pauses cmd Extended Fixations

Page

Reader

Pause

Extended Fixation?

# Fix's

Types of Fixation
Sequences

2

Mac

10 sec bet. my
and bedroom

Bedroom 1.01,1.53

72-103

Pri4»ic,Pri

36 sec. bet.
alligator and on

Counting 6.58,2J8, 1.13,
1.80,331,4.96, 1.23,2.63,
1.15,1.06, 1.25
Gator's hand U5
Calculator- 10.06,1.00,
8.96,5.28, 1.55 PicofCal.1.55,1.05, 1.06 Gator's
hand-2.51, 1.45
On-235, 2.20, GirH.15
Calculator's window - 1.75
Counting-4.16, 1.00, 1.98,
1.18,1.65,4.10, 1.45, 1.63,
1.63,1.08, 2.68 O-wa under
counting - 4.33, 1.00
Calculator - 1.21 A - I.IO
An-l.lO
Counting - 1.43, 1.03
On - 1.20 Edge of Calculator
- 1.08
21 fixations on calculator

313-354

PriJ'ic, Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic,
Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri,
Pic, Pri

357-401

Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri,
Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic,
Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri

65-129

Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri,
Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic,
Pri, Pic, Pri,

140-192

Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic,
Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri,
Pic, Pri. Pic. Pri, Pic
Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri

•bilingual
reader

3

Esmeralda
•bilingual
reader

3

Esmeralda
•bilingual
reader

40 sec between a
and deciding to
skip last word

3

Javier

48 sec between
alligator and
holding

3

Kimberly

23 sec. after
repetition

3

Mac

8 sec. bet. a and
cal-col

•bilingual
reader

4

Esmeralda
•bilingual
reader

4

Esmeralda
•bilingual
reader

5
8

Kimberly
Esmeralda
•bilingual
reader

8

Esmeralda
•bilingual
reader

8

Esmeralda
•bilingual
reader

391-425

19 sec.
bet.elephants
and wearing

Elephants' trunks - 1.06,
Wearing - 1.45,6.23, 2.65,
2.26

415-438

Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri,
Pic, Pri

18 sec. bet.
yellow and pants

Pants- 4.58,4. 96
Red Pants Tie- 1.21, 1.20

440-457

Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri,
Pic, Pri, Pic

20 sec. bet.
kangaroo and
skipping
16 sec before
hanging

12 fixations on Feeding
4 fixations on People
4
fixations on Zoo
Hanging - 1.08, 1.93, 6.43

232-263

Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri

590-607

Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri

7 sec bet.
hanging and
laundry

Laundry - 4.90, 3.06

608-609

Pri

60 sec. between
a and end of
page

Line - 4.46,4.78, 2.50, 1.46
Hanging - 1.11,
Uundry- 1.88, 1.70, 1.86,
On-3.53 Clothesline-1.23
Porcupine 1.25, 1.15, 135,
Shorts-133 Sock-1.01

613-698

Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic,
Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic, Pri, Pic

Table 6.7 shows that readers' oral pauses always
involved fixations of extended durations in print and with
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one exception (Esmeralda's pause after saying hanging- on
page 8) involved picture sampling.

7001

I saw a porcupine

Figure 6.10. Esmeralda's seven second pause after saying
banging- - (fixations euid miscue markings).
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Figure 6.10 shows Esmeralda's fixations on the word
laundry during an oral pause of 7 seconds (the actual
duration of this pause was not timed but counted by me in

7001

I saw a porcupine

Figure 6.11. Esmeralda's fixations after saying hanging
(duration in seconds and miscue markings).
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my head). The sequence of fixation numbers show that
Esmeralda first fixated the word laundry toward the front
of the word at fixation number 608 and then fixated again
near the end of the word. Just prior to fixating at number
608 she says the word hanging and at the end of fixation
number 609 she says the word laundry ending the sevensecond pause. Again, not all of her fixations are being
represented on this page, only those that illustrate my
point.
Figure 6.11 shows these same fixations in variable
size dots representing fixation durations and the
corresponding time in seconds as numerals. The fixation
durations of these two fixations are for an extended amount
of time. Fixation number 608 is a fixation of 4.90 seconds
and fixation number 609 is a fixation of 3.07 seconds. The
numerals that indicate the sequential order of the
fixations are not present. The numerals that you see
indicate time in seconds. The sequential order of the
fixations can be foxind in Figure 6.10.
In Figure 6.12, Mac provides an example in which he is
engaged in an oral pause of 8 seconds. Again, not all of
his fixations on this page are displayed, only those that
illustrate my point. Finding the fixation numbers in this
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sequence is difficult because the number and location of
fixations are complex. I am not expecting you to find the
fixation numbers in this sequence. However, I will tell you
where they occurred. Just prior to this sequence of
fixations Mac said on a and then fixates the word
calculator at fixation number 391. He then engages in a
series of fixations on print and pictures that
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I saw an alii
counting on

I saw ah, an
an
I saw ah
a j all -eh -geh-tor

3001

I saw any alii gator
Q
crocodile
cal-

croging
coh- leht-ing ® *
coh
/

3002

I

,8 sec. cal-col

* Talks to self and says, "No, on a."

countiof^ on a V / calculator.

Figure 6.12. Mac's pause after saying on a - (fixations and
miscue markings).
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a /

3001

all -eh -geh-tor

T saw anValligator
/
I
I

crocodile
cal-

croging
coh- leht-ing ® *
coh

3002 Vcounti;

8 sec. cal-col

* Talks to self and says, "No, on a.

on a V /calculator.

Figure 6.13. Mac's pause after saying on a - (duration in
seconds and iniscue markings).
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end at fixation number 425 when he says cal-. During this
fixation sequence, he enters the picture twice and engages
in regressive eye movements which fixate the words
alligator, on and a. While this figure shows these eye
movements, it only represents part of the story. Figure
6.13 shows these same fixations by Mac using enlarged dots
of variable sizes that correspond to fixation durations in
seconds. The number of seconds are represented with
numerals next to each dot. The sequencing numerals are no
longer displayed. Although it is difficult to see in the
snarl of lines and fixation dots, Mac has fixated the word
calculator for durations that go well beyond his personal
average fixation duration of .39 seconds. Moreover he has
fixated the word calculator a total of 21 times.
In examining Table 6.7 it becomes apparent that In
100% of the cases, during oral pauses readers engaged in
extended fixations and multiple fixations in print. With
the exception of Esmeralda's pause on laundry where she
remained focused on print, all other instances of extended
pauses involved transitions between print and pictures to
sample infomnation.
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As I was conducting these analyses, I began to think
about how many teachers tell readers "the word" or provide
instructional strategies to children when oral pauses in
reading occur. These practices are based on a belief that
oral pauses are a sign of inactivity on the part of
readers. The data analyses related to oral pauses and eye
movements show clearly that although readers' voices may be
inactive, their eyes are not. Since eye movement is braindirected, this can only mean that not only are readers'
eyes active during oral pauses, their brains are as well.
When teachers interrupt readers during oral pauses, they
are interrupting readers thought processes, and robbing
them of valuable opportxinities to make sense of the
information that they are sampling from print and pictures
as they read. This finding gives birth to rejecting yet one
more myth: when readers pause for extended periods of time,
they aren't doing anything and therefore need the teacher's
help. In Figure 6.14 Esmeralda provides more than ample
evidence that readers are not inactive during oral pauses.
I am not expecting you to follow the sequence of her
fixations during her oral pause. Instead, I am using this
figure to show the number, locations and complexity of
fixations that occurred during one of her oral pauses.

^2^lephants

red and yellow pants

Ficrure 6.14. Esmeralda's evidence against the common
belief. When readers pause for extended
periods of time, they aren't doing- anything
and therefore need the teacher's help.

Findings for Subquestion 7
How do oral pauses and extended fixations relate?
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In relation to the seventh subq[uestion, the data
analysis yielded the findings that first-grade beginning
readers:
• Engaged in fixations of extended duration or multiple
fixations in print during oral pauses. In most cases,
these extended or multiple fixations included picture
sampling.
• Were extremely active in terms of brain-directed eye
movement.
Interpretation
The finding that readers' eyes were extremely active
during oral pauses indicates that while their voice may
have been inactive, this should not be interpreted by
listeners (parents or teachers) to mean that readers are
not engaged in other forms of activity such as eye
movements and thinking.
Summary
This concludes the data analysis focused on eye
movement and miscue analysis subquestions. The next
chapter, CHAPTER 7, is a summary of findings, implications
and recommendations for further research..
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
This study focuses on the reading behaviors of firstgrade beginning readers' use of pictures and print as they
read a text commonly used for instructional purposes. Data
from the participants was collected in the form of an
audiotaped recording of the oral reading with eye movement
data. Three levels of analysis were performed; miscue
analysis of the reading, eye movement analysis of the
reading, and eye movement/miscue analysis (EMMA) of the
reading.
In the previous chapter, I discussed the analysis and
findings of this study relative to EMMA (eye movement and
miscue analysis) subquestions.
In this chapter, I review the purpose and procedures
of this study. I organize the findings in relation to the
research questions and to reading research focused on
beginning readers.

I compare the findings to other EMMA

research and discuss implications for further research in
EMMA involving beginning readers.
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Overview of the Study
The puirpose of this study was to examine what firstgrade beginning readers did as they read materials in the
format of complete texts accompanied by pictures that are
commonly used for instructional purposes in schools by
examining their eye movements and miscues. The following
questions guided this study:
1.

What is the proportion of total fixation time
on pictures and print respectively for firstgrade beginning readers?

2.

How do first-grade beginning readers vary in
their use of pictures and print as they read?

3.

Do readers fixate content or function words
more frequently?

4.

Is there a relationship between picture use
and fionction versus content words?

5.

What is the relationship between the pattern
of miscues and the print and picture sampling?

6.

How do oral repetitions relate to eye movement
regressions and picture samplings?

7.

How do oral pauses and extended fixations
relate?
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Procedures
This study involved several data sources in order to
answer the questions. The data was collected in the form of
an audiotaped recording of the oral reading with eye
movement data.
Miscue analysis consisted of using Procedure I from
Reading Miscue Inventory (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1987) to
examine the readers' individual miscues in terms of meaning
construction, grammatical relationships, and graphophonic
similarity. The degree of meaning construction was
substantiated by the reader's retellings that were
transcribed from the RMI data collection session.
Eye movement analysis consisted of converting the data
collected by the eye tracker in the form of eyd files by
using Fixplot® and the video recordings to sxabstantiate
fixation locations and. durations and examining this
converted data for patterns.
EMMA analysis consisted of laying down the oral text
produced by readers on the eye fixations determined from
eye movement analysis . In effect this represented a graphic
representation of the eye-voice span that could then be
examined for patterns . The data was then examined for
patterns involving miscues, repetitions, and oral pauses.
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Findings
Eye movement analyses provided answers to the first
four research subquestions. These findings included
information regarding the readers' use of pictures and
print- First-grade beginning readers in this study, fixated
print, pictures and other areas as they read the complete
text. They fixated print more frequently than pictures. On
average 55% of the fixations were in print and 36% of the
fixations were in pictures. The remaining 9% of fixations
were in other areas outside the print and picture fields.
In terms of time spent (duration) fixating these three
areas, the readers devoted 73% of their time viewing print,
21% of their time on pictures and 6% on other areas outside
the print and picture fields. All readers had average
fixation durations in print that were greater than their
overall average fixation durations of the three categories
combined (print, pictures, and other). All readers had
average fixation durations in pictures that were less than
their overall average fixation durations of the three
categories combined (print, pictures, and other).
All readers had average fixation durations in print that
were almost doiible their average fixation durations in
pictures.
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None of the readers fixated every word in the text.
(Readers non-fixation rate varied. They did not fixate
anywhere from 9% to 34% of the words in the text.) Readers
did not always fixate words serially from word to word,
left to right.
As they read, readers engaged in regressive eye
movements within print or transitioned from print to
pictures and then back to print. Readers did not always
fixate words for the same amount of time. They did not
always fixate at the center of words, horizontally and
vertically. There was a low incidence of fixations that
fell between lines of print and between words.
All readers spent less than 2 seconds in fixating
pictures prior to entering print. For monolingual speakers
this amount of picture viewing time prior to entering print
was even further reduced, in all cases to less than 1
second.
Bilingual readers in this study fixated pictures and
print more frequently and for longer periods of time than
their monolingual counterparts. Bilingual readers' average
fixation times were longer than those of monolingual
readers. Although bilingual readers fixated pictures and
print more frequently and for longer periods of time, their
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fixation durations were proportionally similar (in terms of
percentages) to monolingual readers.
All readers transitioned from pictures back to print
by moving to a word prior (20%) , to th.e same word (45%), to
a word beyond (26%) and to other areas outside word
boundaries (9%).
On average regressive eye movements accounted for 14%
of all eye movements. Regressions within sentences
accoimted for 52% of all regressive eye movements.
Regressions within words accounted for 46% of all
regressive eye movements.
In instances of words with multiple occurrences,
readers fixated the same word in different contexts for
different durations of time. In some contexts they did not
fixate the word at all.
When sampling pictures, readers devoted a majority of
their time (90%) and fixations (89%) in sampling major
components within the pictures.
The analysis of fixation data found that first-grade
beginning readers in this study were more likely to not
fixate function words than content words. On average for
all readers, 82% of non-fixated words were function words.
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Readers were also more likely to transition from print
to pictures at content words. On average 91% of all
transitions from print to pictures were from content words.
EMMA analyses involved examining readers' oral miscues
relative to eye fixations within the eye-voice span across
the reading of the complete text. Miscue analysis revealed
that 81% of all miscues produced by readers iin this study
were of high quality. EMMA analyses revealed that firstgrade beginning readers in this study engagec3 in picture
sampling prior to producing a miscue 86% of the time. Prior
to miscue production, readers sampled from pictures prior
to omissions 91% of the time. All readers fix:ated miscued
words well beyond their personal average fixation duration
prior to miscue production 94% of the time. Iin cases where
miscues were corrected, post-miscue fixationss occurred 100%
of the time. Readers also engaged in regressi_ve eye
movements and/or transitioned to pictures 100»% of the time
when miscues were corrected. In cases where r-eaders
produced oral repetitions, regressive eye movements or
picture sampling preceded the oral repetition*. During oral
pauses, readers engaged in fixations of extenided durations
or multiple fixations. In most cases, these e^xtended
fixations or multiple fixations included pict-ure sampling.
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During oral pauses, all readers were extremely active in
terms of eye movement, indicating equally extreme brain
activity.
What My Readers Taught Me
Reading is a complex process of making meaning. The
readers in this study are aware of this fact. When the
readers in this study are reading their brain is directing
their eyes to do what other readers do. They are fixating
for periods of time in which they devote the majority of
their time to print.
I learned that in going back and forth between
pictures and print, the readers in this study were using
both media in ways that made sense. They sampled both media
in ways that were strategic and systematic in order to
construct a text that made sense. The readers demonstrated
awareness of the systematic nature of their actions. They
used pictures and print in ways to construct meaning that
took into account information from both media.
The readers in this study employed a variety of
reading strategies for making sense of the text as they
read. They used their knowledge of oral language, their
knowledge of written language, information from the printed
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text and information from the personal text that they were
constructing as they read.
As they read, the readers made decisions about where
useful information would be located. Their brain directed
their eye to fixate in these places. These decisions v/ere
based on information that the text offered and the evolving
text that the reader was constructing.
In relation to picture and print use, readers spent
more time sampling print than pictures. They knew that
print would provide strongly constraining information in
making sense of the story. However, to say that the
pictures were without value would be simplistic. Readers
sampled from pictures in ways that were purposeful and
systematic. Their sampling of pictures relative to print
indicates that they are well aware of the relationships
between pictures and print and how to effectively access
those relationships. In sampling pictures and print they
devoted the majority of their time to the major meaning
carriers in both media. In pictures they sampled from the
major components (characters, objects). Within pictures the
major components are they key players in most actions. Thus
the sampling of major components in pictures provides the
reader with information regarding nouns, adjectives and
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verbs. Within print, readers knew enough to sample more
frequently from content words (nouns, adjective, adverbs
and verbs) because these words are the major meaning
carriers. Readers' systematic transitioning from content
words to major components in pictures indicates that they
are well aware of the fact that content words in print and
major components in pictures are related in terms of
informational value.
Readers were less likely to fixate function words. As
readers progressed throughout the text they learned more
about how the text was constructed. As a result they were
able to make more informed predictions about what was
coming next and where valuable information would be located
in the print. They arrived at places in the text where
constraints of the text and their knowledge of English were
so strong that they were able to confidently predict
function words, making it unnecessary to fixate those words
in order to produce them orally.
The sampling of pictures and print played key roles in
correction strategies. Readers regressed and refixated the
miscued word and generally re-sampled the picture. Readers'
knowledge of the relationship between content words and
major components in pictures proved informative in the
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correction process. They kxiew where they would find useful
information in order to confirm or disconfirm the text that
they were producing and where to get cues to textual
constraints in building meaning.
I learned that the first-grade beginning readers in
this study are using the same reading process as that of
adult readers. Reading as a process is constructive in
nature. The readers in this study are aware of this and use
the same strategies as older readers but they are not as
experienced and therefore sample the pictures and print
more frequently than older more experienced readers.
Implications
The findings of the study indicate implications that
influence authors, illustrators and piiblishers of books for
young beginning readers, educators and reading theorists.
Authors and Illustrators
The implications that emerged from the data indicate
that authors, illustrators, and piiblishers of books for
young beginning readers need to think very carefully about
the texts that they create for their audience. Beginning
readers face high scrutiny regarding their reading
performance within educational institutions today. Based on
their performance, educational decisions are made regarding
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the kinds of instruction they will receive and what
learning opportiinities will be made available to them.
This study, other eye movement (Jacobson &; Dodwell, 1979;
Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989) studies and reading (Flurkey,
1998) studies suggests that readers' performance is
variable v/ithin texts and that text construction influences
reading performance. Therefore, readers' proficiency is
variable within texts and is highly influenced by elements
within the construction of the text.
Authors need to be particularly sensitive to the
linguistic and pragmatic knowledge of young beginning
readers. The use of linguistic constructions that do not
exist in the oral patterns of their readers' community
creates points of linguistic dissonance that readers are
left to resolve. Authors for young beginning readers are
most supportive of their audience when they create texts
that fit with readers' experiential knowledge of the world;
existing language patterns, human behaviors, animal
behaviors, laws of nature, repetitive patterns and so on.
Illustrators also need to be sensitive to readers'
pragmatic iconic knowledge. They can use the full range of
this pragmatic knowledge and extend the story well beyond
the printed text offered by the author. However,
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illustrators need to be aware that elements within pictures
that stand in conflict with the printed text create points
of dissonance between the two media that readers are left
to resolve.
Publishers
Publishing houses that publish picture books for young
beginning readers need to be highly aware of the concept
O
that pictures and print must work together in ways that are
harmonious at all times. Not only must pictures and print
work with each other, they must also be in harmony with the
pragmatic and linguistic knowledge of the audiences that
they seek to support. Therefore, pubilishing houses have the
responsibility to review books for beginning readers to
ensure that they are publishing books that do, in fact,
support beginning readers. Pxiblishing houses need to review
picture books for yoxing beginning reader for points of
dissonance within the author's text, the illustrator's
pictures, between the two media and between the book as a
whole and the pragmatic and linguistic knowledge of
readers.
This study indicates a need for pxiblishers to rethink
print size in books for beginning readers. Enlarged print
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reduces the amount of information (print) within the fovea
necessitating that readers fixate more frequently.
Educators
As mentioned above, this study, reading research
(Flurkey, 1998) and eye movement (Jacobson & Dodwell, 1979;
Rayner and Pollatsek, 1989) research have shown that
reading performance can be as much a measure of textual
features as the reader's cognitive processes. Because
features within any book also provide varying degrees of
support for the reader, readers' performances are also
variable within the text. Therefore, educators need to be
aware that within all books the text offers varying degrees
of support to each reader. While recent instructional
researchers (Pinnell & Fountas, 1999) have addressed the
issue of matching readers' knowledge bases and the content
of books or readers' diagnosed proficiency and text
o

difficulty, the issue of internal variability of text
construction has not been highly featured in discussions
about instruction.
Because the data revealed that first-grade beginning
readers in this study used pictures in methodical and
purposeful ways, educators need to be aware that pictures
do not constitute a distraction in the reading of picture
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books. Therefore, such practices as covering the pictures
to force readers to focus on print only create a further
fracturing of the reading experience for readers and makes
reading even more problematic. Pictures were shown to be a
valuable resource used in the correction process. Some
educators have used pictures to activate schema prior to
reading by engaging readers in "picture walks." However,
because the data showed that pictures also play a vital
role in the correction process, educators will do well to
support readers in developing Goodman, Watson and Burke's
(1996) strategies of:
...rereading a portion of the text (and/or resampling
pictures in order) to sample additional semantic/
pragmatic cues (also syntactic and graphophonic),
confimn inferences, make new or additional predictions
and integrate their new understandings with
established meanings(p.76).
This study, reading research (Flurkey, 1998) and eye
movement research (Jacobson and Dodwell, 1979; Rayner and
Pollatsek, 1989) show that texts for beginning readers
offer varying degrees of support within the text. Educators
need to realize that the variability of readers'
performance within each reading is influenced by the
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Structural contours of the text. If the text is marked by
structural elements that contradict each other or the
reader's linguistic or pragmatic knowledge, then the text
will be difficult and weaken the reader's performance.
Educators may interpret poor performance as a sign that the
reader has reading problems. However, this is a
misinteirpretation if the problem resides within the
construction of the text or the mismatch between the text
and the reader's linguistic and pragmatic knowledge.
The fact that readers in this study (and proficient
adult readers) do not fixate every word as they read
implies that reading is not a word-by-word identification
process. If instruction focuses on having readers fixate
every word in print, the reading process will be influenced
in ways that run contrary to what proficient readers do
when reading. Instructional practices that demand that
readers look at every word will slow down the reading
process, making comprehension more difficult.
Educators need to realize that when readers miscue it
is not because they have not thoroughly examined the word
on which the miscue occurs. Miscues occur only after
readers have thoroughly examined the text and rejected what
it offers because it does not fit with the syntactic.
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semantic or pragmatic knowledge that the reader brings to
the text.
Some educators believe that a word is a word is a
word; namely, that good readers are characterized by their
ability to identify words in any context in an equal amoiint
of time. By this definition, good readers are accurate
automatic word identifiers. However, the data from this
study strongly refutes this idea. Instead the data shows
that readers make contextually influenced adjustments to
the time devoted to viewing words based on the printed text
and the oral text that they are producing as they read.
There are instances in which the reader's oral text and the
printed text conjoin and the reader predicts words without
ever fixating them. Likewise, there are instances in which
the reader's oral text and the printed text strongly
diverge. The data in this study shows that at such points,
readers have exhaustively examined the print and picture
resources offered and consciously rejected what does not
make sense or fit with the oral text that they are
producing.
The data from this study indicates that when readers
pause in oral reading, they are sampling picture and print
resources to make sense of the text. Traditionally
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educatoars have been encouraged to see oral pauses as a sign
of readers' inactivity and a plea for help. However, the
data from this study reveals this as a myth. Instead of
interrupting readers' reading and thought processes during
oral pauses, educators might wait to see what readers
decide to do. An oral pause is a strategic learning
opportunity in which readers integrate information from the
three-cxueing systems in order to make sense of pictures and
print. These are the moments at which readers make
decisions regarding strategies that they can employ to make
meaning- If educators interrupt to "tell them the word,"
they mav be robbing the reader of an important strategic
learning opportunity. What the educator has identified as
the cause of the oral pause may also be inaccurate. The
reader nnay actually be thinking about something else
entirely different. Rather than interrupt readers'
processes, educators would do better to provide readers
with avenues for clarifying their thought processes and
reading strategies. This could be accomplished by asking
readers open-ended questions such as: I can see that you're
working really hard there,
Whaat are you thinking?
Whaat are you doing?
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What do you want to do?
Do you want to say something and try it out?
Do you want to read on?
Do you want to keep working?
Reading Theorists
The data from this study stands as further evidence
that a word recognition model of reading does not
adequately explain the eye movement and reading behaviors
of beginning or proficient readers. Numerous facets of the
data analyses reveal reading behaviors that do not fit with
the word recognition model. These elements include nonfixated words, words with multiple occurrences with varied
fixation times ranging from zero to 8.99 seconds, textual
influences on readers' production of miscues in one context
and not another on words with multiple occurrences,
regressions across large linguistic units in the correction
process, and readers' extended fixation times on words
prior to miscue production.
The data in this study supports, Goodman's sociopsycholinguistic model of reading because the model
accounts for and explains reasons for readers' behaviors in
this study including non-fixated words, words with multiple
occurrences with varied fixation times ranging from zero to
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8.99 seconds, textual ixifluences on readers' production of
miscues in one context and not another on words with
multiple occurrences, regressions across large linguistic
un.its, and readers' extended fixation times on words prior
to miscue production.
Recommendations for Further Research
While this study has yielded useful information
regarding how first-grade beginning readers use pictures
and print as they read, there remains work to be done in
order to better understand what beginning readers do as
they read. Listed below are some ideas for studies
involving eye movement, m.iscue analysis and beginning
readers that might prove informative regarding "beginning"
readers:
Within this study there were numerous areas that emerged
in which I can do further research. They include examining
the following:
• How beginning readers use pictures and print as they
read different kinds of materials (e.g. trade
literature, predictable books, decodable books, books
without pictures, cumulative stories, etc.).

How beginning readers eye movements and miscues change
across repeated readings of the same text.
How beginning readers develop from being beginning
readers to proficient readers, a study across months
or years.
How beginning readers of different ages and grades
look alike or different in terms of eye movements and
miscues when reading the same text.
How beginning readers and proficient readers eye
movements and miscues are alike or different when
reading the same text.
How first-grade beginning readers and older
"struggling" readers use pictures and print as they
read the same materials.
How beginning readers use pictures and print when
reading materials with different kinds of layout (e.g.
picture over print, print on one page/picture on
opposite, print first/picture second, etc.).
How beginning readers use pictures and print when
reading materials with differing print (e.g. point
size of print, font, bold, italics, etc).
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• How linguistic structures influence beginning readers
use pictures and print as they read.
• How readers of differing ages (child to adult) use
pictures and print as they read genres with which they
are less familiar and might be considered "beginners"
in those genres (e.g. informational books,
biographies, play scripts, multi-genre books such as
Magic School Bus, instruction manuals, musical texts,
legal documents, texts in different languages, texts
in different orthographies, etc.).
• The duration of fixations in print prior to entering
pictures and durations in print after leaving pictures
• Fixation durations of primary fixations in pictures,
after leaving print and terminal fixations in pictures
prior to returning to print.
• A comparison of picture and print durations in order
to determine what percentage these durations represent
by type relative to the total fixation time for each
reader reading the complete story.
• An analysis of the duration of fixations immediately
prior to the regression.
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• An axialysis of durations for fixations that are
specifically labeled regressions by type RWW, RWS and
RW? and determine what percentage of time is devoted
to each category of regression.
• A comparison of regressive fixation durations and
determine what percentage these durations represent by
type relative to the total fixation time for each
reader reading the complete story.
• An analysis of word-level fixations in order to
determine what parts of words readers spend time
sampling.
• An in-depth analysis of the use of pictures and
regressions in the correction of miscues by readers.
• An exploration of the emergence of the correction
process in beginning readers.

I have new respect for the complexity of what first-grade
beginning readers are doing as they read. They are aware
that reading is a complex process of making meaning from
print and pictures; they exhibit the same reading
strategies as older more experienced readers (none of the
readers fixated all of the words in the text, readers did
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not always fixate words serially from word to word left to
right, readers fixated content words more frequently than
fiinction words, readers fixated miscued words well beyond
their personal average fixation duration prior to miscue
production); and they sample pictures in ways that are
purposeful and know where to look for useful information.
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APPENiDIX A
MODIFIED BURKE RIEADING INVENTORY
(Goodman, Watson and Burke, 1987)

1. When you are reading and you come to something that you don't know, what do
you do?
Do you ever do anything else?
2. Who is a good reader that you know?
3. What makes him/her a good reader?
4. Do you think s/he ever comes to something that s/he doesn't know?
5. When s/he comes to somethiing s/he doesn't know, what do you think s/he does?
6. Suppose s/he comes to something s/he doesn't know, what do you think s/he
does?
7. If you knew someone was having troubles reading, how would you help that
person?
8. What would your teacher do to help that iperson? 9. How did you leam to read?
10. Would you like to read better? How would you do that?
11. Do you think you are a good reader?
12. Do you look at pictures when you read?
13. Do the pictures help you read? How (conne)?
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APPENDIX C

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Parental Consent Form
Miscue Analysis and Eye Movement Study
Researchers: Peter Duckett & EMMA Research Team
I AM BEING ASBCED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL TO ENSURE THAT I AM
I>JFORMED OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF HOW MY CHILD WILL
PARTICIPATE IN IT, IF I CONSENT FOR HIM/HER TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM WILL
INDICATE THAT I HAVE BEEN SO INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE MY CONSENT FOR HIM/HER
TO PARTICIPATE. FEDERAL REGULATIONS REQLTRE WRITTEN INFORMED CONSENT PRIOR
TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I CAN KNOW THE NATURE A>ro
RISKS OF MY CHILD'S PARTICIPATION AND CAN DECIDE FOR HIM/HER TO PARTICIPATE
OR NOT PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED MANNER.

PURPOSE
My child is being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project. The purpose of this
research is to understand how people read, to document the kinds of miscues readers make as they read and
how their eyes move across the screen as they read. The investigators are studying the relation between the
miscues and eye movements specifically those of begiiming first grade readers as they use pictures and
print when reading.
SELECTION CRITERIA
My child is being invited to participate because s/he is a first grade student who is a begirming reader in
English who is using pictures and print when reading. Approximately ten subjects will be enrolled in this
smdy.

PROCEDURE(S)
If I agree to have my child participate, I will be asked to consent for him/her to do the following:
Participate in a 15 minute interview about reading, sit in front of a computer and read out loud two texts
appropriate for first graders from the computer screen and do retellings for each text The complete set of
procedures will take approximately I hour. The reading is monitored and recorded by an eye movement
machine through a camera attached to a computer, a videotape recorder also attached to the camera and an
audiotape recorder. Later, the eye movements and oral reading are analyzed to gain understanding of how
the eyes and the brain work together during the reading process. The researcher will share any information
with the participants and/or their parents about any aspects of the research including conclusions and
reports. The participants and parents will listen to representative segments of the audiotapes of their reading
and view their eye movements on the screen in the form of a video.

BENEFITS
The research involved in this study is groundbreaking in nature. No one has done research on the reading
process of beginning first grade readers reading complete texts by tracking eye movements and miscues.
This research may help inform teachers about begitming readers' most efficient reading strategies as well as
those strategies that are not as useful. The information generated about begirming readers' eye movements
and oral readings may be of interest to educators in general who seek a better understanding of the reading
process of begirming readers as they use pictures and print when reading. The findings that emerge from
this smdy may be informative to the entire reading community.

CONFIDENTIALITY
All records and discussions of any tapes, eye movements and transcriptions of my child's participadon will
be kept confidential and unless specifically requested by the participant pseudonyms (made-up names) will
be used in record keeping and presentations.
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CONTACTS
I can obtain further infonnation from the principal investigator Peter Duckett at (520) 615-2776. If I have
questions concerning my rights as a research subject, I may call the Human Subjects Committee office at
(520) 626-6721.
AUTHORIZATION (the foUowing paragraph is to be used verbatiln in all consent forms with two
exceptions: delete words "or by the sponsor" if uniimded and no sponsor and "or affecting my medical
care" if not clinical, medical treatment)
BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT FOR MY CHILD TO PARTICIPATE BY SIGNING THIS FORM,
THE METHODS, INCONVENIENCES, RISKS, AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME
AND MY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I MAY ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND I
AM FREE TO WITHDRAW MY CHILD FROM THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING
BAD FEELINGS.
CHILD'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE
INVESTIGATOR. NEW INFORMATION DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY
WHICH MAY AFFECT MY WILLINGNESS TO ALLOW MY CHILD TO CONTINUE IN THIS
RESEARCH PROJECT WILL BE GIVEN TO ME AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE. THIS CONSENT
FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN AREA DESIGNATED BY THE HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE
WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, PETER DUCKETT, PHD
CANDIDATE, OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LANGUAGE READING AND
CLUTURE DEPARTMENT. I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL RIGHTS BY SIGNING THIS
FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT FORM WILL BE GIVEN TO ME.

Subject's Signature

Date

Parent/Legal Guardian (if necessary)

Date

Witaess (if necessary)

Date

INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify that to the best of
my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands clearly the nature, demands,
benefits, and risks involved in his/her child's participation and his/her signature is legally valid. A medical
problem or language or educational barrier has not precluded this imderstanding.
Signature of Investigator

Date
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APPENDIX E
MISCUE MARKINGS BY READER

Reader

Corv

I Saw a Dinosaur by Joy Cowley niustradons by Philip Webb
I Saw a Dinosaur
2001

I saw a dinosaur

2002

looking in ray bedroom door.

3001

I saw an alligator

© wcaleer
3002^ ^ Coiiritixi^ on 3-^ C3.1CllIStOr» .

4001

I saw

4002

wearing red and yellow pants.

5001

I saw a kangaroo

5002

feeding people in the zoo.

6001

I saw a big (brown bear

6002

sitting in a rocking chair.

7001

I saw a porcupine...

'[do*i'tknowwittxt:Xat\>tordsayz.' AlmostiMjntdJautysayx,

elephants

the

setting

8001

© the lAne

laundry on (a line
(55 words)
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Reader

Esmeralda

I Saw a Dinosaur by Joy Cowley Illustrations by Philip Webb
I Saw a Dinosaur
2001
2002

aw a dinosaur
looking in my bed/room door.
un
in

.

y 36sea

3001 ( I saw jan alligator
40sec.
3002 ^^unti^^on a^gj^lator.
© three

4001

I saw (two elephants
I9s«:.
/iSsec.
4002 ^wearing red and yellow'pants.
5001

I saw a kangaroo

5002

feeding^' people in the zoo.

© pee-

(S)
6001 ^ saw a (bi^d^own^bear
6002

sitting in a rocking chair.

7001

I saw a porcupine...

16 sec.
7sec.
60sec.
8001 plangin^laundry on a [ (0n^
(55 words)

Reader

Javier

I Saw a Dinosaur by Joy Cowley IHustrations by Philip Webb
I Saw a Dinosaur
2001

I saw a dinosaur

2002

looking in my C bedroom door.

© bed

3001

I saw an alligator
UC

holding
48 sec

3002;;^^^untmgXin a calculator.
4001

I saw two elephants
© working

pajamas

4002 ^ wearing red and yellow pants.
5001

I saw a kangaroo

5002

feeding people in the zoo.

6001

I saw a big(^rown^ bear

6002

sitting Xui a rocking chair.

7001

I saw a porcupine...

8001

hanging laundry on a line.

finding

litde

the

(55 words)
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Reader

Kimberlv

I Saw a Dinosaur by lay Cowlejr Illustntibaa byPhilip Webb
I Saw a Dinosaur
2001

I saw a dinosaur

2002

looking in my bedroom door.

®
a
3001 ^ I saw an

23 sec.

alligator

3002 Ccount^^

Read to the end of alligator, paused, reread

and then omitted by moving on to next page.

^Icula^.

4001

I saw ^K^Iephants

4002

wearing red and yellow pants.
20 sec.

5001

I saw a kangaroo

5002 (^^eedl^;(^opIe^)^i^^the)^z^
6001

I saw a bigmrowiybear

6002 sitting;;^ irl^aJ rocking chair.

^

7001^ I saw a porcupine...
^
800 k

hanginsfOaundryy (onY al lin^

After reading to pause and waiting 30 sec., said she wanted to skip last four words and go on to the next
page. When told that this was the last page of the stoty, she said that she wanted to try some more. After I
reminded her that she had read, "I saw a porcupine hanging..." She still omined laundry but corrected on a

line.
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Reader

MAC

I Saw a Dinosaur by Soy Cowley lUustraxions by Philip Webb
I Saw a Dinosaxir
2001 I saw a dinosaur
©
'

2002

bedroooom
bed
bedroom
5jcc.bedroom
y 8 sec.bed/roam
dress
10 sec. dresser

looking in my \ bedroom door.
/ saw ah. an
an ©
I saw ah j
a I all -eh -geh-tor

3001

I saw anValligator.
Q
crocodile
cal-

croging
j
coh-leht-ing ® • (
coh
j

^ 8 see. ca/-co/

3002 V counting-1 on a V / calculator.
4001

I saw two elephants
© weh-ning

4002 C wearing red and yellow pants.

5001 © I saw a kangaroo
reding
^
I

fed-eh
found-eh
fed
fair

^

5002 V feeding people in the zoo.

• Talks to self and says, "No. on a."
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6001

I saw a big brown bear

6002

sitting in a rocking chair.

7001

I saw a porcupine...

©
helping
helping

8001\

hanging

©
land
lahd
lah

I leh
I leh
I lin

laundry on a Uine.
(55 words)

Reader

Rashann

I Saw a Dinosaur by Joy Cowley lUufintioDs by Philip Webb
I Saw a Dinosaur
1001

I saw a dinosaur

1002

looking in my bedroom door.

qc
[don't know what that word says.
all
aanimal
ehed-

2001

I saw an

alligator

uc
changing
turning

/ / don't know what that word says either,
I chal
i channels

2002 vaunting on aVc^ulatcr.
"" two elephants
3001 f
(^_I_saw
© Swuring

3002 / wearing red and yellow pants.
4001

I saw a kangaroo
finger

4002

feeding people in the zoo.

5001

I saw a big brown bear

5002

sitting in a rocking chair.

6001

I saw a porcupine..

272

r

' hang

S laider

hanging laundry on a line.

(55 words)
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